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New Observations on Zipf’s Law in Passwords
Zhenduo Hou, Ding Wang

Abstract—As password distribution lays the foundation for
various password research, accurately characterizing it receives
considerable attention. At IEEE TIFS’17, Wang et al. proposed
the CDF-Zipf distribution model with the golden-section-search
(GSS) fitting method to find the optimal parameters. Their
model has been adopted by over 120 password-related studies. In
this paper, we address their remaining, fundamental goodness-
of-fit issue of password distribution in a principled approach.
First, we prove that the confidence level of the state-of-the-
art Monte Carlo approach (MCA, for the goodness-of-fit test)
converges asymptotically to 0. By experimenting on 228.92 million
real-world passwords, we confirm Wang et al.’s conjecture on
the effect of sample size that minor deviations would lead
to statistical significance for large-scale datasets. We propose
both absolute and relative deviation metrics, and find that 1%
random deviations in both metrics suffice to reject CDF-Zipf.
Second, we attempt to reduce the non-negligible gap between the
empirical and fitted distributions (with the maximum deviation
of cumulative distribution function (CDF) being 1.91% on
average). We explore eight alternative distribution models in
two coordinate systems, and find that three models are more
accurate than CDF-Zipf, but none can pass MCA. Particularly,
we reveal that stretched-exponential, a variant of CDF-Zipf,
can on average reduce the maximum CDF deviation from
1.91% to 1.25%. Third, to replace MCA, we introduce a new
goodness-of-fit measure based on log-likelihoods. We find that
stretched-exponential constantly has a larger log-likelihood than
its counterparts. In all, stretched-exponential fits passwords
better and further supports Zipf’s law in passwords.

Index Terms—Password distribution, Zipf’s law, Goodness-of-
fit measure, Monte Carlo approach, Stretched-exponential.

I. INTRODUCTION

Textual passwords remain to be the mainstream form of
Internet-based authentication [15]. Although the security pit-
falls were revealed four decades ago [35], and various alter-
natives have been proposed (e.g., biometric [32], and multi-
factor authentication [48]), passwords are still widely used
in authentication due to the remarkable simplicity and low
deployment cost. Therefore, passwords are likely to persist in
the foreseeable future [15], [52], [56].

Despite their ubiquity, passwords are confronted with a
difficult challenge [39], [62], [63]: Truly random passwords
are hard to memorize, while most human-chosen passwords
are highly predictable. In practice, besides popular passwords
(e.g., 123456 and qwerty [60]), ordinary users are prone
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to use personally identifiable information (e.g., name and
birthday [53], [56], [57]) to construct their passwords, and
58%∼79% of investigated users reuse (or slightly modify)
passwords across sites [21], [39], [55], [59]. Such vulnerable
behaviors make password distribution nonuniform and highly
skewed. However, hundreds of studies (e.g., [2], [18], [30],
[49]) assume that “passwords are uniformly distributed”. This
unrealistic assumption often leads to orders of magnitude
underestimates or overestimates of the security of password-
related studies (e.g., cryptographic protocols [16], [58], en-
cryption schemes [2], [22], and hash functions [13]). These
facts underline the imperative necessity to characterize the
skewed password distribution accurately.

Since human language follows Zipf’s law [64], Malone and
Maher [31] made the first attempt to characterize human-
chosen passwords with the Zipf distribution. After conducting
experiments with the probability density functions (PDFs) of
four password datasets (three are with sizes smaller than 0.1
million), they concluded that these datasets are “unlikely to
be Zipf distributed”. In 2012, Bonneau [14] also attempted to
fit PDFs of password datasets with Zipf’s law, and reached
a similar conclusion to Malone and Maher [31]. To figure
out what is the distribution that passwords follow, in 2017,
Wang et al. [54] investigated whether the cumulative distri-
bution function (CDF, which is the summation of PDFs) of
a password dataset follows the Zipf’s law, and proposed the
CDF-Zipf distribution model. They used the golden-section-
search (GSS) fitting method (a numerical optimization method,
see Sec. II-C) to find the optimal parameters characterizing
the CDF (rather than PDF) of a password distribution, and
experimented with 14 datasets of sizes ranging from 30
hundred to 32 million. Extensive experiments showed that their
model not only provides the smallest Kolmogorov-Smirnov
(KS) statistic (which is the maximum over the CDF deviation
between the empirical and fitted distributions, see Sec. II-B),
but also can cover the entire dataset. So far, their model
has been adopted by over 120 password-related studies, such
as password encryption [27], policy [61], guessing [45] and
cryptographic protocols [42].1

The KS statistic between the empirical and fitted CDF
distributions is attributed to two types of deviations [17], [20],
[40]. Type-1 deviation comes from statistical randomness,
which is inherent and cannot be reduced by optimization or
using more accurate models. Type-2 deviation comes from the
use of an inappropriate distribution model, and can be reduced
or even eliminated by using a more accurate model [20], [40].
If the KS statistic mainly comes from type-1 deviation and
the model is accurate, passwords can be generated from (i.e.,
follow) the fitted distribution with high confidence level [17],

1The full list of 124 studies can be found at https://bit.ly/3OhODAO .
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[20], [40]. Otherwise, it is possible to adopt a more appropriate
model to reduce or even eliminate type-2 deviation.

To evaluate whether passwords follow a chosen distribution,
we need an independent evaluation named the goodness-of-fit
test to distinguish both types of deviations [17], [20], [40].
If type-2 deviation is non-negligible, the chosen distribution
model is likely not optimal, and can be further improved [17],
[20], [40]. In 2017, Wang et al. [54] used the Monte Carlo
approach (MCA) recommended by Clauset et al. [20] to do
this test for their CDF-Zipf distribution model. The basic idea
of MCA is to first generate a number of (e.g., 104) synthetic
datasets by using the same distribution parameters fitted from
the empirical dataset, and then calculate the proportion (i.e.,
p-value, see Sec. III-A) of type-1 deviations that are larger
than the KS statistic between the empirical and synthetic
datasets. If this proportion is large (e.g., >90%), type-1 devia-
tion dominates; Otherwise, type-2 deviation is non-negligible,
suggesting the inappropriateness of the examined model.

In their MCA experiment, Wang et al. [54] found the above
proportion very small (i.e., <10−4), but conjectured that this
phenomenon was due to the effect of sample size: “Given
a sufficiently large sample, extremely small and non-notable
differences can be found to be statistically significant, and
statistical significance says nothing about the practical signifi-
cance of a difference [43].” Despite such a claim, Wang et al.
[54] left the proof unfinished as future work. Hence, a natural
question arises: Given the CDF-Zipf distribution model, to
what extent is MCA an inappropriate goodness-of-fit measure
for large-scale datasets? To the best of our knowledge, no
prior work has tackled it. Ignoring this crucial question may
result in incorrect claims of password distribution.

Since the CDF-Zipf distribution model cannot pass MCA,
the second question arises: Are there comparable or even more
accurate distribution models than CDF-Zipf? In particular,
Whether these models can pass MCA? If an alternative model
can achieve this, passwords are better characterized with it
than CDF-Zipf (i.e., its KS statistic will be smaller). Other-
wise, if all of such more accurate alternative models (most
of them are commonly used) still cannot pass MCA, it is
natural to cast doubt on the intrinsic effectiveness of MCA.
Under this doubt, a more appropriate goodness-of-fit measure
is necessary. This raises the third question: Is there a more
appropriate goodness-of-fit measure than MCA for large-scale
password datasets? In particular, given various password dis-
tribution models with comparable accuracy, which distribution
model are passwords more likely (and reasonable) to follow?
In all, this work, for the first time, pays attention to the above
three crucial research questions.

A. Our contributions
In this paper, we make the following contributions.

• Quantitative analysis of MCA. We provide both rigorous
mathematical proofs and extensive experiments to validate
Wang et al.’s [54] folklore of the effect of the sample size.
For the first time, we prove that under the CDF-Zipf distribu-
tion model, type-1 deviation converges asymptotically to 0.
Experiment results on subsets of eight large-scale password
datasets substantiate the mathematical proofs: When the size

of the subsampled dataset ≥0.25 million, MCA rejects CDF-
Zipf. Second, we propose the absolute and relative deviation
metrics to simulate real-world password deviation. We prove
that the maximum of the KS statistic increases monotoni-
cally with the deviation. With this theoretical guarantee, we
implement extensive experiments, and find that 1% random
deviations in both metrics is enough for MCA to reject the
CDF-Zipf distribution. This shows that MCA is too sensitive
to be effective as a goodness-of-fit measure.

• Alternative password distributions. We investigate four
distribution models in the rank-frequency coordinate system,
and four in the frequency-frequency coordinate system, a
total of eight alternative models to find if there is a more
accurate model than CDF-Zipf. We fit these distribution
models with Wang et al.’s [54] GSS fitting method. We find
that lognormal in both systems and stretched-exponential
in the rank-frequency system are comparably accurate with
CDF-Zipf, with the maximum CDF deviation ranging from
1.25% to 1.48% on average. We also revisit MCA for these
alternative models. MCA rejects all of them regardless of
accuracy when the dataset size is large (e.g., ≥ 1 million),
but accepts multiple distribution models when the size is
small, confirming the ineffectiveness of MCA.

• A new goodness-of-fit measure. We introduce the log-
likelihood ratio test (LRT) to find which distributions is
more likely for passwords to follow. In particular, we in-
vestigate the CDF-Zipf and three other comparably accurate
alternative models (i.e., lognormal in two coordinate systems
and stretched-exponential in the rank-frequency coordinate
system). We find that the stretched-exponential model, a
variant of CDF-Zipf, has a significantly and constantly
larger (1.26×107∼6.15×108) log-likelihood ratio than the
other three models. Besides, its maximum CDF deviation
is 0.46%∼2.49% (avg. 1.25%), while that of CDF-Zipf is
larger and is 0.50%∼4.54% (avg. 1.91%). In particular, on
six out of eight datasets, stretched-exponential is more ac-
curate than CDF-Zipf. Therefore, stretched-exponential can
more accurately characterize password distribution. We also
compare LRT with MCA, and show that LRT outperforms
MCA in terms of minimizing statistical errors.

• Some insights. We obtain a number of insights, some
expected and some surprising, from our theories and ex-
periments. To our surprise, we find that some distributions
(other than CDF-Zipf) are hard to optimize with GSS, which
may come from unexpected singularities in transcendental
functions in the CDF expressions. As expected, the larger the
dataset, the smaller the statistical randomness for passwords.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, first, we describe the eight large-scale pass-
word datasets. Second, we introduce the fitting methodologies.
Finally, we elaborate on the goodness-of-fit test.

A. Datasets and ethics
We use eight large-scale datasets, a total of 228.92 million

real-world passwords in this study. As shown in Table I, all
datasets were hacked or released from 2009 to 2020, and have
been publicly available for some time. The justification for



TABLE I: Basic information of password datasets.
Dataset Service type Language When leaked How leaked Total passwords
Yahoo† Portal English Aug., 2013 Released 69,301,337

Dodonew E-commerce Chinese Dec., 2011 Hacked 16,258,891
000webhost Web Host English Oct., 2015 Hacked 15,251,073

Rockyou Social Forum English Dec., 2009 Hacked 32,603,388
Tianya Social Forum Chinese Dec., 2011 Hacked 30,816,592
Chegg Education English Apr., 2018 Hacked 38,997,234

Mathway Education English Jan., 2020 Hacked 16,524,045
Wishbone Chatting English Jan., 2020 Hacked 9,171,560

† Yahoo was first collected by Bonneau [14] and later published by Blocki et al. [11]
using differential private techniques. The data is available at https://figshare.co
m/articles/Yahoo Password Frequency Corpus/2057937.

using these datasets lies in four folds: (1) Recently breached
password datasets can represent the latest trend in password
evolution; (2) Early breached password datasets have been
widely used in other work (e.g., [12], [54], [57]), and can make
results of this work reproducible; (3) Practical cracking studies
suggest that passwords evolve slowly [14], so properties from
early and recently breached datasets should be similar; (4)
These datasets are of various backgrounds (e.g., languages and
service types), and can reflect real-world passwords.

We are also fully aware of the ethics of this study. Although
these datasets have been publicly available and widely used in
previous research (e.g., [12], [54], [57]), they contain private
data (e.g., names and email addresses). In this study, we only
use aggregated statistical information like frequency and keep
others confidential, so using these datasets will not bring extra
risks to users. Finally, our research aims to benefit both the
academic and industrial communities.

For any given dataset DS with |DS| passwords in total,
we rank the N unique passwords from the most frequent to
the least, and denote the frequency of the i-th unique pass-
word in the real-world dataset RealSet as f̂i: For passwords
PW1, PW2, ...PWN , it holds that p̂1 ≥ p̂2 ≥ ... ≥ p̂N , where
p̂i = f̂i/|DS| is the probability density function (PDF), and
the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of RealSet is the
summation of PDFs, i.e., P̂r =

∑r
i=1 p̂i. Similarly, the CDF

of the theoretical dataset TheoSet is Pr =
∑r

i=1 pi.

B. Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) statistic [20] is the max-

imum of the distance between two cumulative distribution
functions (CDFs), i.e., the maximum over the absolute value
of differences between the two CDFs. Thus, the KS statistic
between TheoSet and RealSet is

DKS = max
1≤r≤N

|Pr − P̂r|, (1)

where DKS ∈ [0, 1]. Since a smaller DKS means a more
accurate characterization, the goal is to minimize DKS by
searching the parameters (e.g., C and s for CDF-Zipf). This
KS statistic measurement is widely used in nonparametric
fittings [20], [38], so our usage is justified.

C. Golden-section-search fitting method
Wang et al. [54] introduced the golden-section-search (GSS)

fitting method to fit the password dataset. The key idea is to
find a synthetic theoretical dataset TheoSet characterized by
parameters with the minimal KS statistic with the real-world
dataset RealSet. For instance, under the CDF-Zipf distribution
where the CDF is Pr = Crs, minimizing the KS statistic is

min
C,s

DKS . (2)

The details of GSS are presented in Alg. 4 in Appendix A.
With this approach, the CDF of passwords depends numeri-
cally on the frequencies of passwords in TheoSet. Thus, it is
recommended to run Alg. 4 multiple times (e.g., 100) and take
an average to minimize random fluctuations.

D. Goodness-of-fit test
Since the CDF-Zipf distribution model can characterize

password distribution with relatively high accuracy, a natu-
ral question arises of whether passwords truly follow it. In
statistics, the goodness-of-fit test is conducted to answer this
question by examining whether the distribution model holds
with high statistical confidence [17], [20], [40].

Typically, the goodness-of-fit test is a hypothesis testing
method and goes as follows. The claim that passwords follow
the X distribution (e.g., CDF-Zipf) is treated as the null
hypothesis H0. Similarly, the claim that passwords do not
follow X (or follow some other distributions) is treated as
the alternative hypothesis H1. A straightforward idea to know
whether H0 or H1 holds is to distinguish the source of the KS
statistic. If the KS statistic mainly comes from statistical ran-
domness (i.e., type-1 deviation), the chosen model holds with
a high confidence level and is unlikely to be further optimized;
Otherwise, if the KS statistic mainly comes from the use of a
distribution model (i.e., type-2 deviation), it is likely to adopt
alternative models to reduce the KS statistic. The idea is used
by the Monte Carlo approach (MCA) to determine whether a
distribution model holds with high statistical confidence.

If the above straightforward MCA falls short of justifying
CDF-Zipf, passwords may follow other distributions that are
roughly linear under the log-log scale. Ideally, a good distri-
bution model X (not CDF-Zipf) should both (1) provide the
smaller KS statistic and (2) be supported by the goodness-of-
fit test results. Otherwise, a new method is needed to do the
goodness-of-fit test for password datasets.

Two types of statistical errors exist for hypothesis tests.
Type-1 statistical error is the probability of mistaken rejection
of true H0, which is rejecting X (e.g., CDF-Zipf) when pass-
words truly follow it; Type-2 statistical error is the probability
of mistaken acceptance of false H0, which is accepting X
when passwords do not follow it. In this paper, we will discuss
them when evaluating goodness-of-fit measures MCA (see
Sec. IV-C) and log-likelihood ratio test (LRT, see Sec. IV-D).

III. ANALYSIS OF UNDERLYING ISSUES OF MCA
In this section, we first use rigorous mathematical proofs

and extensive experiments to investigate what dataset size can
make MCA reject CDF-Zipf. Then, we introduce two metrics
to simulate the real-world deviation, and conduct extensive
experiments to find the thresholds rejecting CDF-Zipf.

A. Revisit of MCA process
As mentioned in Sec. II-B, we use the KS statistic to

measure the CDF deviation. First, we introduce the idea of
MCA goodness-of-fit measure. Since the theoretical dataset
TheoSet is characterized by the distribution parameters (e.g.,
C and s for CDF-Zipf), the KS statistic of fitting TheoSet (de-
noted as D′

KS ) can be seen as type-1 deviation (i.e., statistical

https://figshare.com/articles/Yahoo_Password_Frequency_Corpus/2057937
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TABLE II: Parameters, orders of magnitude of deviations, and p-values calculated using Monte Carlo Approach (MCA).†
Dataset C O(σC) s O(σs) DKS O(σDKS

) C′ O(σC′ ) s′ O(σs′ ) D′
KS p-value

Yahoo 0.033148 10−4 0.180907 10−4 0.040775 10−5 0.033207 10−17 0.180752 10−16 0.000298∼0.000697 <10−4

Dodonew 0.019255 10−5 0.211921 10−5 0.004979 10−4 0.019459 10−4 0.211798 10−4 0.000101∼0.000186 <10−4

000webhost 0.005738 10−5 0.282561 10−4 0.005022 10−4 0.005665 10−5 0.283099 10−4 0.000506∼0.001544 <10−4

Rockyou 0.038208 10−5 0.185939 10−16 0.045357 10−4 0.037543 10−6 0.186960 10−15 0.000310∼0.000693 <10−4

Tianya 0.062337 10−4 0.155266 10−4 0.022925 10−5 0.062095 10−4 0.155464 10−4 0.000200∼0.002294 <10−4

Chegg 0.008297 10−4 0.234966 10−4 0.008617 10−4 0.008186 10−5 0.236053 10−4 0.000043∼0.001214 <10−4

Mathway 0.010541 10−5 0.245255 10−4 0.011059 10−4 0.010548 10−5 0.245325 10−4 0.000413∼0.001594 <10−4

Wishbone 0.017144 10−4 0.230503 10−4 0.014775 10−4 0.017125 10−4 0.230626 10−4 0.000192∼0.002275 <10−4

† O(σ) denotes the orders of magnitude of the standard deviations. DKS is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) statistic resulting from fitting the real-world dataset RealSet with
C and s, and D′

KS is the KS statistic (denoted in range) resulting from fitting the theoretical dataset TheoSet in the Monte Carlo approach (MCA). The results show that (1)
DKS>D′

KS ; (2) p-values <10−4), and (3) C′ ≈ C and s′ ≈ s hold for all datasets.

randomness). The CDF deviation (denoted as DKS) between
the real-world dataset RealSet and the theoretical dataset
TheoSet contains both type-1 and type-2 deviations. Thus,
if a significant proportion of D′

KS has D′
KS>DKS , CDF

deviations mainly come from type-1 deviation, and passwords
follow the distribution model with a high confidence level.

In more detail, we do MCA as follows: (1) Use the golden-
section-search (GSS) to fit the real-world dataset RealSet
with the CDF-Zipf distribution model to obtain the KS statis-
tic DKS ; (2) Use the same distribution parameters char-
acterizing RealSet to generate J0 theoretical datasets, i.e.,
TheoSet1, · · · ,TheoSetJ0

; (3) Use GSS to fit each TheoSetj
(1≤j ≤J0) individually and independently, and calculate the
corresponding D′

KS j for each TheoSetj ; (4) Calculate the
proportion of D′

KS>DKS as the p-value (the confidence level
of the distribution model); We add one in both denominator
and numerator to make the p-value smooth [23]; (5) We set
the p-value threshold to be 0.01: If the p-value>0.01, the
null hypothesis H0 that passwords follow CDF-Zipf should
be accepted; Otherwise, it should be rejected. The process of
MCA with CDF-Zipf is shown in Alg. 1.

Algorithm 1: Monte Carlo approach (MCA) on CDF-Zipf.†

Input : The real-world dataset RealSet.
Output: The confidence level p-value.

1 begin
2 (C, s,DKS ) = GSS(RealSet);
3 for j = 1 to J0 do
4 TheoSetj = THEOGEN(C, s, |DS|); /* Generate J0

theoretical datasets, |DS| is the dataset size. */
5 (C′

j , s
′
j , D

′
KS j

) = GSS(TheoSetj); /* Fit J0 theoretical
datasets with the same fitting method of the real-world
dataset. */

6 p-value = (#{D′
KS j

|D′
KS j

> DKS , 1 ≤ j ≤ J0} + 1)/(J0 + 1);
/* Smooth the p-value. */

7 if p-value > 0.01 then
8 Accept the CDF-Zipf distribution model;
9 else

10 Reject the CDF-Zipf distribution model;
11 Output: p-value.
† GSS is the golden-section-search fitting method (see Alg. 4 in Appendix A) used
by Wang et al. [54]. THEOGEN characterizes the theoretical dataset TheoSet
with the conversion method in [20] (see Alg. 3 in Appendix A).

We now explain why we choose the p-value threshold to
be 0.01. First, like the threshold 0.05 [25], this 0.01 has also
been widely used in various research fields (e.g., epidemiology
[26], psychology [51], and cyber security [19]). Second, the
above way of defining p-value indicates that the smaller the
threshold, the harder for MCA to reject CDF-Zipf. Hence,
using 0.01 can make our analysis more rigorous with a
smaller type-1 statistical error: When p-value<0.382 and H0

and H1 hold with approximately equal prior probability (i.e.,

P (H0)≈P (H1), usually true suggested by Berger et al. [9]),
type-1 statistical error e1 (which is a function of p-value) is

e1 = (1 + (2
√

p-value)−1)−1 (3)

based on [46]. Thus, type-1 statistical error can be reduced
from 30.90% to 16.67% by setting the p-value threshold to
be 0.01 rather than 0.05, making our results more reliable.
Furthermore, to ensure the accuracy of the p-value, we take
J0=10,000 (the number of generated TheoSets), so the random
fluctuation ϵp of the p-value is <0.005 (ϵp= 1√

4J0
[20]). This

also indicates that the smallest p-value is 1
10,001<10−4 (with

smoothing, see Line 6 of Alg. 1), when all type-1 deviations
(statistical randomness) is smaller than the KS statistic (i.e.,
D′

KS<DKS). Third, we also do not mean to exclude the
possibility of other thresholds. As with prior research (e.g.,
[33], [37], [47], [50]), we provide details including p-value,
type-1 deviation, and KS statistic data calculated using MCA
(see Tables II and VIII), so practitioners can set their own p-
value thresholds (e.g., 0.005 [7], [28], 0.05 [25], and 0.1 [20])
based on their needs. Our theories will also reveal (see Sec.
III-B) that for sufficiently large (e.g., ≥ 1 million) datasets, the
exact p-value threshold is irrelevant to the overall conclusion.

Table II shows the p-value and parameter results of fitting
the eight large-scale password datasets with the CDF-Zipf
distribution. We can see that: (1) D′

KS is at least one order of
magnitude smaller than DKS , so type-2 deviation invariably
dominates the KS statistic; Hence, the null hypothesis H0 that
passwords follow the CDF-Zipf distribution is rejected; (2)
The p-value is invariably <10−4 , and MCA will not accept
CDF-Zipf regardless of p-value thresholds (e.g., 0.01, 0.05,
and 0.1); (3) C and C ′, as well as s′ and s values are very
close, with differences ∆C = |C −C ′| ranging from 10−7 to
10−4 and ∆s = |s− s′| ranging from 10−6 to 10−3; In such
a case, it is justified to treat C ′ ≈ C and s′ ≈ s in MCA.

B. Relation between p-value and dataset size
We show how the p-value changes with the password

dataset size |DS| using both rigorous mathematical proofs
and extensive experiments. Since the p-value is the proportion
of D′

KS>DKS , we focus on how the maximum of type-1
deviation maxD′

KS changes with the dataset size |DS|.
Theories. In the process of generating TheoSet, each pass-
word PWi can be seen as a random Bernoulli variable with
mean pmi and standard deviation

√
pmi (1− pmi ), where pmi

is the true probability of PWi determined by the distribution
model (e.g., CDF-Zipf) [14], [54]. Hence, the frequency fi
of PWi after |DS| sampling follows the binomial distribu-
tion with the mean µi = pmi |DS| and standard deviation
σi =

√
pmi (1− pmi )|DS|. Since 1 − pmi < 1, there is



TABLE III: p-values of subsets of password datasets calculated using Monte Carlo Approach (MCA).†
Dataset Subset size ∆C ∆s DKS D′

KS p-value Dataset Subset size ∆C ∆s DKS D′
KS p-value

Yahoo
0.05M 0.000033 0.005277 0.004660 0.000320∼0.008640 0.054

Tianya
0.05M 0.000001 0.000191 0.008620 0.000480∼0.012180 0.005

0.1M 0.000091 0.010370 0.005752 0.000300∼0.007180 0.006 0.1M 0.000134 0.000654 0.007910 0.000390∼0.008400 0.003
0.25M 0.000071 0.015701 0.007834 0.000500∼0.003880 <10−4 0.25M 0.000123 0.000468 0.008195 0.000500∼0.003780 <10−4

0.5M 0.000085 0.008823 0.010275 0.000324∼0.003286 <10−4 0.5M 0.000143 0.000386 0.008951 0.000388∼0.003956 <10−4

1M 0.000002 0.004011 0.011862 0.000214∼0.002057 <10−4 1M 0.000024 0.000004 0.010125 0.000258∼0.003534 <10−4

Dodonew
0.05M 0.000032 0.000095 0.006177 0.000500∼0.010240 0.150

Chegg
0.05M 0.000038 0.000652 0.001338 0.000260∼0.004440 0.032

0.1M 0.000040 0.000575 0.005494 0.000310∼0.005640 0.006 0.1M 0.000001 0.000292 0.000987 0.000110∼0.003240 <10−4

0.25M 0.000015 0.000080 0.004864 0.000360∼0.002796 0.004 0.25M 0.000005 0.000034 0.000827 0.000148∼0.003420 0.003
0.5M 0.000044 0.000110 0.005001 0.000248∼0.002970 <10−4 0.5M 0.000005 0.000042 0.000689 0.000146∼0.002154 0.003
1M 0.000004 0.000011 0.004946 0.000197∼0.002882 <10−4 1M 0.000004 0.000060 0.000545 0.000102∼0.002059 <10−4

000webhost
0.05M 0.000027 0.000214 0.004180 0.000200∼0.006060 0.007

Mathway
0.05M 0.000030 0.000273 0.003438 0.000240∼0.006980 0.050

0.1M 0.000011 0.001858 0.004201 0.000220∼0.005480 0.003 0.1M 0.000053 0.000836 0.003122 0.000210∼0.006460 0.020
0.25M 0.000001 0.000627 0.004242 0.000232∼0.002364 <10−4 0.25M 0.000004 0.000017 0.003319 0.000196∼0.002448 0.002
0.5M 0.000015 0.000357 0.004186 0.000126∼0.001766 <10−4 0.5M 0.000002 0.000001 0.003655 0.000202∼0.002408 <10−4

1M 0.000003 0.000042 0.004232 0.000095∼0.002406 <10−4 1M 0.000001 0.000027 0.004427 0.000219∼0.002110 <10−4

Rockyou
0.05M 0.000004 0.000133 0.002823 0.000460∼0.013540 <10−4

Wishbone
0.05M 0.008346 0.000024 0.002338 0.000380∼0.009300 0.140

0.1M 0.000016 0.000155 0.002294 0.000510∼0.007280 <10−4 0.1M 0.000020 0.000129 0.001735 0.000320∼0.006180 0.007
0.25M 0.000029 0.000074 0.001621 0.000588∼0.004480 <10−4 0.25M 0.000013 0.000077 0.001342 0.000276∼0.004892 <10−4

0.5M 0.000082 0.000229 0.001328 0.000386∼0.004058 <10−4 0.5M 0.000015 0.000112 0.001099 0.000188∼0.003582 <10−4

1M 0.000008 0.000041 0.001131 0.000210∼0.003073 <10−4 1M 0.000011 0.000064 0.000896 0.000159∼0.002873 <10−4

† ∆C = |C − C′| and ∆s = |s− s′| are differences between C and C′, as well as s and s′. DKS is the KS statistic, and 1M = 106, i.e., one million. The bold p-values are
those >0.01. Both ∆C and ∆s are very small (10−7∼10−3, except two cases in Yahoo), so C ≈ C′ and s ≈ s′. Besides, only if the subset size is ≤ 0.1M can the p-value
be >0.01 to support the CDF-Zipf distribution model.

σi<
√
pmi |DS| = √

µi. For popular passwords with fi ≥ fb
(e.g., fb = 10), using fi to approximate µi is accurate
because σi/µi<

√
1/µi. For unpopular passwords with fi <

fb, exploratory experiments show σi → 0. Based on these
observations, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 1: Suppose C and s of RealSet and C ′ and s′ of
TheoSet satisfy C ≈ C ′ and s′ ≈ s; For each password of
fi ≥ fb, the estimation error ϵi = fi − µi follows the normal
distribution N(0, σ2

i ), and for passwords of fi < fb, σi = 0.
In this case, the maximum of type-1 deviation (i.e., statistical
randomness) maxD′

KS decreases as |DS| increases, and there
is lim|DS|→∞ D′

KS = 0. As a consequence, p-value decreases
as |DS| increases, and there is limJ0→∞ p-value = 0 (see the
proof in Appendix B).

Discussion. To begin with, we show that conditions in Theo-
rem 1 are realistic. First, as shown in Table II, C ′ ≈ C and
s′ ≈ s hold for all our eight large-scale password datasets,
so we can treat C ′ and C, as well as s′ and s statistically
equivalent. This means that Theorem 1 holds regardless of
the exact C and s values. Second, the normality assumption,
i.e., ϵi∼N(0, σ2

i ) is not only guaranteed by the central limit
theorem, but also recommended by the NIST standard of
statistical methods [1]. Third, preliminary results show that the
actual σi is smaller than the theoretical maximum

√
µi, and

becomes very small (e.g., <10−5) after the first 3, 000 unique
passwords. Hence, it is reasonable to assume that σi = 0 for
unpopular passwords with fi<fb.

We also discuss the implications of Theorem 1. It reveals
that once the dataset size |DS| is sufficiently large (e.g.,
≥ 1 million), type-1 deviation (i.e., statistical randomness)
D′

KS will be close to 0. As a result, the KS statistic mainly
comes from type-2 deviation, i.e., using the CDF-Zipf dis-
tribution model, and the p-value is invariably <10−4 when
J0=10,000. This means that for a sufficiently large dataset,
whatever the exact p-value threshold is, MCA will reject CDF-
Zipf, and type-2 statistical error (rejecting CDF-Zipf when
passwords truly follow it) is unlikely to occur. In addition,
since lim|DS|→∞ D′

KS = 0 (and thus D′
KS≪DKS) holds

for each generated TheoSet, a straightforward deduction is
that limJ0→∞ p-value = 0. This demonstrates that using more
TheoSets in MCA (i.e., doing a larger-scale MCA experiment)
does not change the essence that D′

KS≪DKS , and CDF-Zipf
will still be rejected as long as the dataset is large.

Empirical results. We experiment on subsets of our eight
large-scale datasets to see how the p-value changes as the
dataset size |DS| varies, and find the threshold making the
p-value<0.01. By randomly sub-sampling datasets (without
replacement) of sizes 0.05M , 0.1M , 0.25M , 0.5M , and 1M
(1M = 106, i.e., one million), we calculate the p-values and
parameters of these subsets, and show the results in Table III.

Table III shows that: (1) For all subsets, the difference ∆C
between C and C ′, as well as the difference ∆s between s
and s′, are about 10−7∼10−3 (with only two exceptions in
Yahoo), so Theorem 1 is also practical for subsets; (2) Both the
maximum and minimum of D′

KS decrease as the subset size
increases, and the p-value decreases monotonically: When the
subset size is ≥0.25M , the p-value is <0.01; When the size
is ≥1M , the p-value is <10−4 and D′

KS<DKS ; In addition,
even if the p-value threshold is <0.01 (e.g., 0.005) and its
convergence rates are different across datasets, MCA will
always reject CDF-Zipf when the dataset size exceeds 1M ;
These findings are consistent with Theorem 1; (3) When the
datasets size is <0.1M , the p-value is >0.01 (except Tianya),
consistent with Wang et al.’s observation [54] that p-values of
small datasets (with size about 104∼105) can pass MCA (e.g.,
Myspace of 0.04M passwords [54]). All this substantiates the
correctness of Theorem 1, and reveals the threshold of 0.25M
above which MCA rejects the CDF-Zipf distribution model.

We now explain Table III in the view of statistical errors.
Since p-values<0.01 for subsets ≥0.25M , and p-values<10−4

for subsets ≥1M , the chance of accepting CDF-Zipf is low in
MCA. Thus, for large-scale datasets ≥0.25M , we only need
to consider type-1 statistical error, which is 16.67% when p-
value<0.01 and 1.96% when p-value<10−4. Similarly, when
the dataset size is small (e.g., ≤0.1M ), we only consider type-
2 statistical error. We will discuss these two types of statistical
errors of MCA in Sec. IV-C in detail.

C. Stimulation of real-world frequency deviations

The above findings raise a natural question: What degree
of deviation can make MCA reject CDF-Zipf for a large-scale
password dataset? To answer this question, we first measure
the frequency difference of a password (e.g., with rank i)
in the real-world dataset RealSet and the theoretical dataset
TheoSet; We then propose two metrics (i.e., absolute and
relative deviation metrics) to simulate the real-world deviation.



TABLE IV: Point-wise deviations of the top-10 unique passwords.†

Rank Yahoo Dodonew 000webhost Rockyou Tianya Chegg Mathway Wishbone
Password ˆpdvi Password ˆpdvi Password ˆpdvi Password ˆpdvi Password ˆpdvi Password ˆpdvi Password ˆpdvi Password ˆpdvi

1 123456 -67.16% 123456 -25.52% abc123 -71.15% 123456 -76.16% 123456 -35.96% default‡ -68.47% 123456 -74.30% 123456 -62.94%
2 password -51.37% a123456 24.58% 123456a -18.30% 12345 -53.21% 111111 41.25% 123456 3.91% mathway -14.07% password -12.81%
3 welcome -69.23% 111111 57.33% 12qw23we -5.15% 123456789 -29.90% 000000 36.77% Chegg123 12.78% 123456789 24.10% 123456789 -7.55%
4 ninja -62.27% 123456789 48.03% 123abc 13.58% password -28.28% 123456789 76.50% password 25.56% 12345 58.26% wishbone -29.07%
5 abc123 -54.42% a321654 50.71% a123456 23.50% iloveyou -25.91% 123123 30.24% Testing1 46.77% password 64.92% 12345678910 -21.35%
6 123456789 -46.69% 123123 61.63% 123qwe 39.83% princess -41.83% 123321 -12.33% testing 54.83% abc123 7.68% unicorn -17.06%
7 12345678 -43.09% 5201314 77.92% secret666 47.13% 1234567 -56.55% 5201314 -4.41% Chegg1 29.79% 12345678 3.13% 1234567890 -23.65%

8 sunshine -42.99% 123456a 84.73%
YfDbUfNjH
10305070‡

60.20% rockyou -52.95% 12345678 4.20% A1b2c3 13.92% 1234567890 4.90% 12345678 -16.19%

9 princess -38.09% 0 47.92% asd123 69.87% 12345678 -48.71% 666666 6.97% default‡ 24.89% mathsucks -0.67% qwertyuiop -13.68%
10 qwerty -45.77% 000000 46.77% qwerty123 82.33% abc123 -54.55% 111222tianya 9.86% 010203Zaq 32.05% qwerty 7.71% 1234567 -10.45%

%∗ 1.89% 3.28% 0.79% 2.05% 7.43% 0.98% 1.20% 1.64%

† ˆpdvi is the point-wise deviation of the i-th unique password of the real-world dataset RealSet, and can be extended on interval [i1, i2] through Definition 2.
‡ The 8th unique password YfDbUfNjH10305070 of 000webhost is a default value [57]. The top-1 and top-9 defaults in Chegg correspond to MD5 hashes (without salt) that
cannot be recovered. Why these passwords are popular may due to system settings (e.g., system-generated passwords) that are accepted by users. The exact reasons are beyond
our comprehension and are unlikely to alter our analysis in any significant way.
∗ % means the proportion of top-10 unique passwords. This shows that Chinese passwords are more concentrated than their English counterparts as concluded in [56].

Point-wise deviation. We define the point-wise deviation to
measure the difference in frequencies between the i-th unique
password in the real-world and theoretical datasets.

Definition 1: For the i-th unique password, the point-wise
deviation ˆpdvi of the i-th unique password in RealSet is

ˆpdvi = (f̂i − fi)/fi, (4)

where f̂i and fi are the i-th unique password of RealSet and
TheoSet, respectively. The sign of ˆpdvi is denoted as δ̂i and
δ̂i ∈ {−1, 1}.

Here we explain Definition 1. First, if the sign δ̂i is positive,
then f̂i>fi, and vice versa. Second, the absolute value | ˆpdvi|
measures the degree of point-wise deviation, namely, the
relative error between frequencies of the password with the
same rank in RealSet and TheoSet. We use the term point-
wise deviation to emphasize that the deviation is defined on
an individual password, which can be extended point by point
to an interval of passwords with consecutive ranks. Hence, by
treating the sign and degree separately, we extend the domain
of point-wise deviation from an individual password with rank
i to an interval of passwords with ranks in [i1, i2] as follows.

Definition 2: If all passwords within ranks [i1, i2] have the
same sign. The point-wise deviation on interval [i1, i2] is

ˆpdv[i1,i2] = δ̂[i1,i2] min
i∈[i1,i2]

| ˆpdvi|, (5)

where δ̂[i1,i2] satisfies

δ̂[i1,i2] =

{
1 If ˆpdvi ≥ 0 for all i ∈ [i1, i2]

−1 If ˆpdvi < 0 for all i ∈ [i1, i2].
(6)

The top-10 unique passwords, and their point-wise devia-
tions of our eight datasets, are shown in Table IV. For each
dataset, passwords are summarized in the first column, and
their point-wise deviations are shown in the second column.

We demonstrate the implications of point-wise deviation
results in Table IV. Firstly, the sign of the first (i.e., top-1)
password is negative, i.e., δ̂1<0 and f̂1<f1, indicating the
frequency of the top-1 unique password in RealSet is smaller
than that in TheoSet given by the CDF-Zipf distribution
model. One possible reason is that the password 123456 is
the most popular password in most of our datasets (except for
000webhost and Chegg due to their password policies [55]),
and is widely regarded as weak and users consciously avoid
choosing it. Secondly, passwords with the same sign are often

connected, so the definition of the point-wise deviation on an
interval (i.e., Definition 2) is practical. Since both f̂i and fi
decrease gradually with i, ˆpdv can be seen as a continuous
function with i as the variable. Based on the sign-preserving
property, if pdvi0>0 (resp. <0) for some i0, there exists a
neighbourhood [i0, i0 + Len] that pdvi>0 (resp. <0) for all
i ∈ [i0, i0 + Len]. Furthermore, since CDF-Zipf is accurate,
the slopes of RealSet and TheoSet are close enough, so Len
is often large (e.g., δ̂[2,136]=1 and Len=135 for Dodonew).

Fig. 1: A grasp of the frequencies of the top-
100 unique passwords in Yahoo, Dodonew and
Wishbone datasets. It is observed that RealSet
is below TheoSet in Yahoo and Wishbone,
while RealSet is above TheoSet in Dodonew
after the top-2 passwords. Therefore, according
to Definition 1, ˆpdvi<0 for i ∈ [1, 100] in
Yahoo and Wishbone, and ˆpdvi>0 for i ∈
[2, 100] in Dodonew. This shows that passwords
with the same sign are often connected, so Defi-
nition 2 is well-defined.

Fig. 1 takes a grasp of
the frequencies of the top-
100 unique passwords in
RealSet and TheoSet under
the log-log scale. The signs
of passwords with a rank
in [2, 100] can be both neg-
ative and positive, which
relates to users’ languages
and service types. For in-
stance, the signs of the 2nd
to 10th unique passwords
in two Chinese datasets
(Dodonew and Tianya) are
all positive, i.e., f̂i>fi,
which may be because Chinese passwords are more concen-
trated (see Table IV) than their English counterparts [56].

Based on the above observations, we generate the simulated
dataset SmuSet by adjusting the point-wise deviation (denoted
as pdvs) in the following two metrics to simulate the real-
world password deviations.
Absolute deviation metric. We suppose the first N0 unique
passwords are deviated, i.e., the deviation range is [1, N0].
First, we determine the sign of the point-wise deviation. For
RealSet, since passwords with the same signs are usually
connected, there exist intervals in which each unique password
has the same sign (e.g., [2, 10] in Dodonew). Thus, we divide
[1, N0] accordingly into disjoint unions of intervals [i1, i2]:

[1, N0] =
⋃

[i1, i2] δ̂i = δ̂i1 for all i ∈ [i1, i2]

[i1, i2]
⋂

[i′1, i
′
2] = ϕ for any two different intervals.

(7)

On each interval [i1, i2], we set the point-wise deviation pdvs

of the simulated dataset SmuSet based on these two rules:



1) The simulated point-wise deviation has the same sign as
the real-world one, i.e., δs[i1,i2] = δ̂[i1,i2] on [i1, i2].

2) The absolute value of the simulated point-wise deviation
is no more than that of the real-world one, i.e., 0 < kA =
|pdvs[i1,i2]| ≤ | ˆpdv[i1,i2]| on [i1, i2].

Hence, the i-th deviated password in SmuSet has frequency

fs
i = fi(1 + pdvs[i1,i2]) = fi(1 + δ̂[i1,i2]kA). (8)

As shown in Table IV, the point-wise deviation ˆpdv1 of the
first password is often different in sign and with a much larger
degree. Therefore, we treat the first password separately.

Based on these rules, we calculate the p-value in the
absolute deviation metric. Similar to Alg. 1, first, we generate
J0=10, 000 TheoSets, deviate them in the absolute deviation
metric and obtain SmuSets. Second, we fit each SmuSet with
the GSS fitting method proposed by Wang et al. [54], and
get (Cs, ss, Ds

KS ) as the KS statistic and characterization
parameters. Third, we calculate the p-value for each SmuSet,
and take an average (denoted as p-values) to mitigate statistical
fluctuations. The process is shown in Alg. 2.

Algorithm 2: Calculate the p-value in absolute devia-
tion metric (ABSDEV).

Input : The parameters C and s, real-world dataset RealSet,
point-wise deviation degree kA and range [1, N0].

Output: p-values of the simulated dataset SmuSet.
1 begin
2 for j = 1 to J0 do
3 TheoSetj = THEOGEN(C, s, |DS|); /* Generate J0

theoretical datasets. */
4 (C′

j , s
′
j , D

′
KS j

) = GSS(TheoSetj); /* Fit J0 theoretical
datasets with the same method fitting the real-world
dataset. */

5 for j = 1 to J0 do
6 Divide [1, N0] =

⋃
[i1, i2] with [i1, i2]

⋂
[1′1, i

′
2] = ϕ and

δ[i1,i2] is fixed for each [i1, i2]; /* Divide the deviation
ranges into disjoint unions of intervals. */

7 for i = 1 to N0 do
8 fs

1 = f1(1 + δ1k1); /* Deviate the first password. */
9 fs

i = fi(1 + δ̂[i1,i2]kA); /* Deviate passwords
ranking from i1 to i2 in each theoretical dataset. */

10 Rank fs
1 , f

s
2 ... in descending order;

SmuSetj = {f ′
1, f

′
2...};

11 (Cs
j , s

s
j , D

s
KS j

) = GSS(SmuSetj); /* Fit J0 simulated
datasets with the GSS fitting method. */

12 p-valuesj = (#{D′
KS j

|D′
KS j

> Ds
KS j

, 1 ≤ j ≤
J0}+ 1)/(J0 + 1); /* Calculate the p-value for each
simulated dataset and smooth the p-values. */

13 p-values = (p-values1 + p-values2..+ p-valuesJ0
)/J0; /* Take

the average as the p-values. */
14 Output: p-values of the simulated dataset.

Relative deviation metric. We also explore the relative devi-
ation metric, where the point-wise deviation pdvsi of the i-th
unique password in SmuSet is proportional to that in RealSet,
i.e., pdvsi = ˆpdvikR with the deviation parameter 0 < kR ≤ 1.
In this case, the frequency fs

i in SmuSet has
fs
i = fi(1 + ˆpdvi · kR) = fi(1− kR) + f̂ikR. (9)

Since each deviated password has δsi = δ̂i, there is no need to
divide [1, N0] into disjoint unions of intervals. The process is
similar to Alg. 2 except Lines 8 and 9 are replaced with Eq.
9, so we omit its presentation here.
Theories of deviation metrics. In this part, we prove that the
maximum of Ds

KS (KS statistic of fitting SmuSet) increases

with the deviation degrees kA and kR. As a result, we only
need to try a limited number of kA and kR values to find the
thresholds of deviations that make MCA reject CDF-Zipf.

Before entering the proofs, we state our assumptions. Firstly,
similar to Sec. III-B, we assume Cs ≈ C ′ and ss ≈ s′ for
SmuSet. Secondly, the rank of a password does not change
significantly after deviation, that is, the i-th password in
TheoSet also ranks approximately i in SmuSet. Suppose two
passwords PWi and PWj have fi>fj in TheoSet; (1) If
both PWi and PWj are deviated, there is fs

i >fs
j in SmuSet

according to Eqs. 8 and 9, so their ranks in the deviation range
are unchanged; (2) If PWi is deviated but PWj is not, the
deviation degree can be tuned to minimize changes in rank.
Thirdly, the direct maximum CDF deviation between TheoSet
and its derived SmuSet is used as the maximum maxDs

KS ,
i.e., maxDs

KS = |CDF(SmuSet)− CDF(TheoSet)|. This is
justified because Ds

KS resulting from GSS cannot exceed the
direct maximum CDF deviation. Based on these assumptions,
we state the two theorems on password deviations as follows.

Theorem 2: In the absolute deviation metric, if passwords
in SmuSet are deviated as pdvsi = δ̂[i1,i2] · kA for i ∈ [i1, i2],
and the deviation degree kA satisfies 0 ≤ kA ≤ | ˆpdv[i1,i2]|,
then the maximum maxDs

KS increases as kA increases.

Theorem 3: In the relative deviation metric, if passwords are
deviated as pdvsi = δ̂i · | ˆpdvi|kR for i ∈ [1, N0] and 0 < kR ≤
1, then the maximum maxDs

KS increases as kR increases (see
proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 in Appendix B).

Discussion. We now make a few justifications. Firstly, we only
explore the case where only one interval [i1, i2] is involved in
the absolute deviation case. For multiple intervals with signs
fixed on each of them, we can apply Theorem 2 inductively
to obtain the global solution. Secondly, we clarify why not
consider the relationship between the KS statistic Ds

KS and
the deviation range N0. In the absolute deviation case, δ̂i on
multiple is complicated; In the relative deviation case, there is
also no simple monotonicity. Hence, we mainly focus on how
maxDs

KS changes with deviation degrees kA and kR.

Theorems 2 and 3 reveal that in both deviation metrics,
maxDs

KS increases as the deviation degrees kA and kR
increase, so the p-values calculating the proportion of type-
1 deviation larger than the KS statistic of SmuSet (i.e.,
D

′

KS>Ds
KS) should decrease as kA and kR increase. As a

result, for a given interval of passwords with a rank in [i1, i2]
(resp. [1, N0]), if a specific kA (resp. kR) value can make
p-values<0.01, so a larger value can also achieve this goal.
With this monotonicity guarantee, we only need to try a limited
number of kA and kR values to find the thresholds.

D. Numerical experiments of simulations
In this section, we describe the experiment setups and results

of deviation threshold investigations, in both absolute and
relative deviation metrics for MCA to reject CDF-Zipf.
Experiment setups. We first consider the absolute devia-
tion metric. We set the deviation range parameter N0 ∈
{1, 10, 100}, divide [1, N0] into disjoint unions of intervals,
and treat the first unique password separately, as shown in Alg.



TABLE V: KS statistics and p-values of simulated datasets.†

Dataset Absolute point-wise deviation‡ Relative point-wise deviation
Point-wise

deviation Ds
KS p-values Point-wise

deviation Ds
KS p-values Point-wise

deviation Ds
KS p-values Point-wise

deviation Ds
KS p-values Ds

KS p-values Ds
KS p-values Ds

KS p-values

Yahoo

Dev-range N0 = 1
Dev-rangeN0 = 10

[1, 10] = {1}
⋃
[2, 10]

Dev-rangeN0 = 100
[1, 100] = {1}

⋃
[2, 10]

⋃
[11, 100] Dev-range N0 = 1

Dev-range
N0 = 10

Dev-range
N0 = 100 All unique PWs

-1% 0.000928 <10−4 -1% 0.000842 <10−4 -1% 0.001066 <10−4 1% 0.000986 <10−4 0.000937 <10−4 0.000898 <10−4 0.017486 <10−4

-5% 0.001409 <10−4 -5%, -1% 0.001206 <10−4 -5%, -1% 0.000952 <10−4 5% 0.001076 <10−4 0.001355 <10−4 0.000939 <10−4 0.017633 <10−4

-5% 0.001002 <10−4 -5% 0.001317 <10−4 10% 0.001520 <10−4 0.001473 <10−4 0.001213 <10−4 0.018583 <10−4

-10% 0.001542 <10−4 -11% 0.001900 <10−4 -10%, -1% 0.002226 <10−4 25% 0.002595 <10−4 0.002756 <10−4 0.002749 <10−4 0.021969 <10−4

-25% 0.004221 <10−4 -20% 0.002415 <10−4 -10%, -5% 0.001968 <10−4 50% 0.005425 <10−4 0.005384 <10−4 0.006131 <10−4 0.028538 <10−4

-25% 0.004221 <10−4 -25%, -1% 0.004710 <10−4 100% 0.010961 <10−4 0.012264 <10−4 0.012122 <10−4 0.043985 <10−4

Dodo-
new

Dev-range N0 = 1
Dev-rangeN0 = 10

[1, 10] = {1}
⋃
[2, 10]

Dev-rangeN0 = 100
[1, 100] = {1}

⋃
[2, 10]

⋃
[11, 100] Dev-range N0 = 1

Dev-range
N0 = 10

Dev-range
N0 = 100 All unique PWs

-1% 0.001203 0.185 -1%, 1% 0.001352 0.029 -1%, 1% 0.000851 0.361 1% 0.000218 0.003 0.000980 0.265 0.000837 0.381 0.002467 <10−4

-5% 0.000990 0.240 -5%, 5% 0.001221 0.055 -5%, 1% 0.000770 0.408 5% 0.000004 0.376 0.000980 0.256 0.000764 0.423 0.002586 <10−4

-10% 0.001270 0.079 -10%, 1% 0.001187 0.074 -10%, 1% 0.001323 0.029 10% 0.000005 0.015 0.001426 0.032 0.001054 0.169 0.002628 <10−4

-10%, 5% 0.001775 0.012 -10%, 5%, 1% 0.001625 0.008 25% 0.000182 0.026 0.001230 0.040 0.001283 0.050 0.002513 <10−4

-25% 0.002953 <10−4 -25%, 1% 0.002915 <10−4 -25%, 1% 0.002849 <10−4 50% 0.000394 0.005 0.002232 0.004 0.002391 <10−4 0.002693 <10−4

-25%, 5% 0.002962 <10−4 -25%, 5%, 1% 0.002918 <10−4 100% 0.000400 <10−4 0.003855 <10−4 0.004687 <10−4 0.004941 <10−4

Wish-
bone

Dev-range N0 = 1
Dev-rangeN0 = 10

[1, 10] = {1}
⋃
[2, 10]

Dev-rangeN0 = 100
[1, 100] = {1}

⋃
[2, 62]

⋃
[63, 100] Dev-range N0 = 1

Dev-range
N0 = 10

Dev-range
N0 = 100 All unique PWs

-1% 0.000823 0.689 -1% 0.000800 0.710 -1%, 1% 0.001813 0.010 1% 0.000806 0.709 0.000818 0.698 0.000831 0.681 0.004274 <10−4

-5% 0.001078 0.357 -5%, -1% 0.001049 0.355 -5%, -1%, 1% 0.001189 0.172 5% 0.001094 0.290 0.001125 0.247 0.001173 0.189 0.004558 <10−4

-5% 0.001219 0.143 -5%, 1% 0.001155 0.210 10% 0.000979 0.466 0.001102 0.278 0.001158 0.206 0.004874 <10−4

-10% 0.001991 0.004 -10%, -1% 0.001916 0.007 -10%, -1%, 1% 0.001763 0.011 25% 0.002060 0.005 0.001974 0.005 0.001862 0.008 0.006160 <10−4

-25% 0.002952 <10−4 -25%, -1% 0.002709 <10−4 -25%, -1%, 1% 0.002816 <10−4 50% 0.003594 <10−4 0.003337 <10−4 0.003425 <10−4 0.008999 <10−4

-50% 0.005170 <10−4 -50%, -1% 0.005182 <10−4 -50%, -1%, 1% 0.005180 <10−4 100% 0.006563 <10−4 0.006391 <10−4 0.006394 <10−4 0.014763 <10−4

† Ds
KS is the KS statistic of fitting the simulated dataset SmuSet, and the p-values is the corresponding p-value. The bold p-values results are the ones ≥ 0.01 threshold, meaning

that CDF-Zipf can pass Monte Carlo approach (MCA), so passwords are supposed to follow it. We can see that with small (i.e., 1∼25%) deviations in both absolute and relative
deviation metrics, the p-value <0.01 and even <10−4, so MCA is not an effective method in telling whether a large-scale password dataset follows CDF-Zipf.

‡ In the absolute point-wise deviation metric, the deviation range (Dev-range) is divided into disjoints unions of intervals to ensure the sign on each interval is fixed, i.e., [1, N0] =⋃
[i1, i2] with [i1, i2]

⋂
[i′1, i

′
2] = ϕ for any two different intervals.
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(a) Relative deviation of Yahoo.
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(b) Relative deviation of Dodonew.
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(c) Relative deviation of Wishbone.
Fig. 2: Relative deviations of Yahoo, Dodonew and Wishbone datasets. Each curve represents a different deviation range. The shadow area corresponds to the maximum and
minimum of KS statistic D′

KS resulting from fitting the theoretical dataset TheoSet (used to measure statistical randomness). Only within the shadow area, the Monte Carlo
approach (MCA) p-values can possibly be >0.01. However, all Ds

KS resulting from fitting SmuSet surpasses the shadow area with kR ≥ 50%.

2. We also set |pdv[i1,i2]|>|pdv[i3,i4]| for other consecutive
intervals to smooth deviations. The reason not to consider
other passwords (e.g., the first 100∼10, 000 unique passwords)
lies in two folds: (1) These passwords often have much
smaller frequencies compared with the top-100 passwords,
so their deviation effects are less significant; (2) Point-wise
deviations of these passwords are often sharply different,
which complicates the simulation. For instance, in Yahoo,
ˆpdv115 = 0.68% but ˆpdv1,000 = 35%, so considering them

will unnecessarily complicate the simulation.
Second, we consider the deviation degree. We investigate

the real-world deviation degree ˆpdv[i1,i2] on each disjoint
interval [i1, i2] and set it as the maximum of the simulated
deviation degree, i.e., kA = |pdvs[i1,i2]| = 1%, 5%, 10%, 25%,
. . . , | ˆpdv[i1,i2]|, (where | ˆpdv[i1,i2]| = min

i∈[i1,i2]
| ˆpdvi|, see Def-

inition 2). We also consider two levels of p-value thresholds
as in Sec. III-B: (1) p-values<0.01 (the standard threshold)
and (2) p-values<10−4, i.e., Ds

KS>maxD′
KS , where type-2

deviation >0 for all generated simulated datasets SmuSets.
In the relative deviation metric, apart from deviation ranges

in the absolute metric, we also set N0 = N , i.e., all passwords
are deviated. As mentioned in Sec. III-C, we deviate passwords
directly based on Eq. 9, and set the deviation parameter kR =
1%, 5%, 10%, 25%, 50%, and 100%.
Experiment results. Without loss of generality, Table V shows
the KS statistics and p-valuess of fitting SmuSets of Yahoo,

Dodonew and Wishbone (results of others are similar). The
left-hand columns record the results of absolute deviations, and
the right-hand columns record the results of relative deviations.

Table V demonstrates that: (1) In both deviation metrics,
the KS statistic Ds

KS increases monotonically as deviation
degree pdvsi with only a few exceptions (e.g., pdvs1 = −5%
in Dodonew), which agrees well with Theorems 2 and 3; (2)
In both cases, pdvsi only need to be 1%∼25% to make p-
values<0.01, and 1%∼50% to make p-values<10−4 (with a
few exceptions); Particularly, when all passwords are deviated
(i.e., N0=N in the relative case), deviation as small as 1%
is enough to make p-values<10−4. This means even if the
p-value threshold is <0.01 (e.g., 0.005), MCA will always
reject CDF-Zipf with the real-world deviations for large-scale
datasets. All this substantiates Wang et al.’s [54] conjecture on
the effect of sample size for CDF-Zipf [54], so small and non-
notable deviations would indeed lead to statistical significance
for large-scale datasets. We also present how the KS statistic
Ds

KS changes with the relative deviation degree kR in Fig. 2.

Summary. We use both theories and experiments to inves-
tigate the extents to which MCA rejects CDF-Zipf. For the
first time, we prove that under the CDF-Zipf distribution
model and the GSS fitting method, type-1 deviation (i.e.,
statistical randomness) converges to 0 asymptotically as the
dataset size increases. As a result, the KS statistic of a large
password dataset (e.g., ≥ 1 million) mainly comes from type-2



TABLE VI: Alternative distribution models to CDF-Zipf.†

Distribution‡
Distribution model in rank-frequency (RF) coordinate system Distribution model in frequency-frequency (FF) coordinate system, but converted to RF system

PDF kernel CDF PDF kernel CDF

CDF-Zipf [54] rs−1 Crs rs−1 Crs

Exponential [20] exp (−λr) 1 − exp (−λr) ln r
λ|DS| − r

λ|DS| ln
r

λ|DS|

Lognormal [20] 1
r exp(− (ln r−µ)2

2σ2 ) Φ( ln r−µ√
2σ

) exp(σΦ−1( exp(µ+σ2/2)
|DS| r + 1

2 )) Φ

(
2(σ − Φ−1(1 − exp(µ+σ2/2)

|DS| r))

)
− 1

2

Zipf-cutoff [20] r−α exp (−λr) Q (1 − α, λr) Q−1(1 − α, (1−α)·r
λ|DS| ) Q

(
2 − α,Q−1(1 − α, (1−α)r

λ|DS| )
)

Stretched-
exponential [20] rα−1 exp (−λrα) 1 − exp (−λrα)

(
ln Γ(1+1/α)r

λ|DS|

) 1
α Q

(
1 + 1

α ,− ln
Γ(1+ 1

α
)r

λ|DS|

)
† The kernel is the term in the PDF expression which only includes variables but no coefficients. All distributions are considered in both rank-frequency (RF) and frequency-
frequency (FF) coordinate systems. For distributions in the FF systems, they have been converted to the RF system as shown in the right half of the table.
‡ Since the power-law and Zipf are equivalent, their PDF kernel has the same form in two coordinate systems. For lognormal, Φ(x) is the CDF of the standard normal
distribution N(0, 1), and Φ−1 is the inverse function of Φ. For Zipf-cutoff, Q is the regularized gamma function defined as Q(s, x) =

Γ(s,x)
Γ(s)

, where Γ(s, x) =∫ ∞
x

ts−1 exp(−t)dt and Γ(x) =
∫ ∞
0

ts−1 exp(−t)dt. There also has to be s, x > 0 to make Q(s, x) to be a real number, so α < 1.

deviation (using CDF-Zipf distribution model), and the p-value
is <10−4. Experiment results on eight large-scale datasets
reveal that the dataset size only needs to be ≥0.25M to
make p-value<0.01 to reject CDF-Zipf, and ≥1M to make p-
value<10−4. Next, we propose both the absolute and relative
deviation metrics to simulate real-world deviations, and reveal
that 1% random deviations in both metrics suffice to make
MCA reject CDF-Zipf. These rigorous mathematical proofs
and extensive experiments substantiate Wang et al.’s [54]
conjecture on the effect of sample size on CDF-Zipf.

IV. NEW MODELS FOR PASSWORD DISTRIBUTION

Since MCA always rejects CDF-Zipf for large-scale
datasets, A natural question arises: Whether there are better
distribution models that can provide higher accuracy and
pass MCA? We compare the fitting accuracy of CDF-Zipf
with other possible distributions, and use MCA to calculate
their p-values to answer this question.

A. Necessity of considering alternative distributions

CDF-Zipf

Exponential

Lognormal

Zipf-cutoff

Stretched-exp

1 10 100 1000 104 105 106

10-5

10-4

0.001

0.010

0.100

1

Rank of Password

C
D
F

Fig. 3: An exhibition of alternative distribu-
tion models. Besides CDF-Zipf, the other four
distribution models (stretched-exp represents the
stretched-exponential, see details in Table VI) are
also roughly linear under the log-log scale, so
passwords may also follow one of them.

We show the necessity to
explore alternative distribu-
tions. If passwords follow
CDF-Zipf (i.e., Pr = Crs),
the CDF curve should be
a straight line under the
log-log scale. However, due
to point-wise deviations re-
vealed in Sec. III-C (par-
ticularly Table IV and Fig.
1), a distorted line but not a
straight one is more realis-
tic in practice. Therefore, there are likely to be more accurate
distribution models with roughly linear curves under the log-
log scale. However, to the best of our knowledge, no prior
work has explored these alternative distribution models.

We present an example of five distributions in Fig. 3. All
CDFs (see details in Table VI) are roughly linear under the
log-log scale, but only the blue curve is actually drawn from
CDF-Zipf. In addition, when using linear regression to fit these
CDFs, we find coefficients of determination 0.850<R2<0.999
(where R2 ∈ [0, 1] and the larger the R2, the closer the data to
a line). There is potential that, among these four (and possibly
other) alternative models, someone(s) will be more accurate
than CDF-Zipf. We confirm this in what follows.

Two coordinate systems. We present two different coordinate
systems used to analyze the password frequency, and investi-
gate the relation between these two systems.

First, we discuss the rank-frequency coordinate system
(abbreviated as the RF system) used in Sec. III. In this system,
the X-axis records the rank r of a password, and the Y -axis
records the frequency fr. Though in practice, the Y -coordinate
is converted to record the CDF Pr =

∑r
i=1 fi/|DS|, (where

|DS| is the dataset size) [54], CDF is equivalent to frequency
essentially, so the rank-frequency essence is still maintained
when the CDF is on the Y -axis.

Besides rank-frequency, another way to see the data is to
count the number (i.e., frequency) of unique passwords nk

that are each used by exactly k users. In this system, the X-
axis records the password frequency fr, which is the same as
the Y -axis of the RF system. Accordingly, the Y -axis records
the frequency nfr of unique passwords occurring fr times.
We denote this coordinate system as the frequency-frequency
system (abbreviated as FF system) with x as the variable. In
practice, the FF system is widely used in research areas like
physics [20], complex networks [5], and marketing [24], so
our consideration is reasonable.

We now show the relationship between the RF and FF
systems. If a password PW has the rank r and frequency fr in
a dataset, its coordinate in the RF system is (r, fr). Besides,
if there are nfr unique passwords with frequency fr in the
dataset, the coordinate of PW in the FF system is (fr, nfr ).
Hence, the complementary CDF in the FF system has

P (X ≥ x) = r/N, (10)

where N is the number of unique passwords. Based on this
property, we can use the same techniques of Adamic’s work
[3] to convert any distribution in the FF to the RF system.

B. Alternative distribution models
In 2009, Clauset et al. [20] compared four alternative

distribution models with power-law (equivalent to CDF-Zipf
[3]) in the FF system. Inspired by this idea, we consider these
four models in both RF and FF systems, a total of eight
alternative models. The PDF and CDF expressions in the RF
system are shown in the first two columns of Table VI.

We justify investigating models in Table VI in both coor-
dinate systems. First, regardless of coordinate systems, these
distributions are roughly linear under the log-log scale as
shown in Fig. 3, so it is necessary to consider them in both



TABLE VII: GSS fitting results of alternative distribution models.†
Dataset Distribution θ1 θ2 D

‡
KS

p-value‡ Dataset Distribution θ1 θ2 D
‡
KS

p-value‡

Yahoo

CDF-Zipf(C,s) 0.033148 0.180907 0.040775 <10−4

Tianya

CDF-Zipf(C,s) 0.062022 0.155290 0.022940 <10−4

Exponential(λ)RF 5.24 × 10−7 — 0.394789 <10−4 Exponential(λ)RF 1.11 × 10−6 — 0.300070 <10−4

Exponential(λ)FF 0.288010 — 0.277861 <10−4 Exponential(λ)FF 0.144383 — 0.292062 <10−4

Lognormal(µ,σ)RF 15.01919 6.359214 0.018063 <10−4 Lognormal(µ,σ)RF 13.29193 6.780193 0.022918 <10−4

Lognormal(µ,σ)FF -25.90537 5.160470 0.014101 <10−4 Lognormal(µ,σ)FF -32.91796 5.856597 0.019428 <10−4

Zipf-cutoff(λ,α)RF 0.000027 -6159.767 0.300296 <10−4 Zipf-cutoff(λ,α)RF 0.000123 -5802.884 0.313710 <10−4

Zipf-cutoff(λ,α)FF 0.106206 0.996573 0.154641 <10−4 Zipf-cutoff(λ,α)FF 0.054899 0.983886 0.263220 <10−4

Stretched-exponential(λ,α)RF 0.020419 0.238575 0.023873 <10−4 Stretched-exponential(λ,α)RF 0.041705 0.214004 0.012353 <10−4

Stretched-exponential(λ,α)FF 19.34152 0.050895 0.035185 <10−4 Stretched-exponential(λ,α)FF 36.71749 0.026701 0.021080 <10−4

Dodonew

CDF-Zipf(C,s) 0.019255 0.211921 0.004979 <10−4

Mathway

CDF-Zipf(C,s) 0.010541 0.245255 0.011059 <10−4

Exponential(λ)RF 3.07 × 10−7 — 0.178653 <10−4 Exponential(λ)RF 2.23 × 10−7 — 0.145354 <10−4

Exponential(λ)FF 0.856726 — 0.170507 <10−4 Exponential(λ)FF 1.152190 — 0.147374 <10−4

Lognormal(µ,σ)RF 15.98301 6.364878 0.019549 <10−4 Lognormal(µ,σ)RF 16.22701 5.446235 0.007611 <10−4

Lognormal(µ,σ)FF -26.81404 5.035345 0.021462 <10−4 Lognormal(µ,σ)FF -20.13930 4.289310 0.005521 <10−4

Zipf-cutoff(λ,α)RF 0.000036 -6003.371 0.184108 <10−4 Zipf-cutoff(λ,α)RF 0.000094 -6062.899 0.320328 <10−4

Zipf-cutoff(λ,α)FF 0.349199 0.993975 0.154641 <10−4 Zipf-cutoff(λ,α)FF 0.199062 0.997929 0.152297 <10−4

Stretched-exponential(λ,α)RF 0.013778 0.254693 0.013313 <10−4 Stretched-exponential(λ,α)RF 0.006868 0.292796 0.004638 <10−4

Stretched-exponential(λ,α)FF 20.66430 0.052236 0.036053 <10−4 Stretched-exponential(λ,α)FF 14.24821 0.072425 0.016458 <10−4

000webhost

CDF-Zipf(C,s) 0.005738 0.282561 0.005084 <10−4

Chegg

CDF-Zipf(C,s) 0.008178 0.235996 0.008171 <10−4

Exponential(λ)RF 4.98 × 10−8 — 0.181766 <10−4 Exponential(λ)RF 3.60 × 10−8 — 0.139127 <10−4

Exponential(λ)FF 1.440604 — 0.109905 <10−4 Exponential(λ)FF 1.993823 — 0.130947 <10−4

Lognormal(µ,σ)RF 16.29745 4.835015 0.017584 <10−4 Lognormal(µ,σ)RF 18.86203 6.624927 0.015775 <10−4

Lognormal(µ,σ)FF -15.49782 3.703538 0.013719 <10−4 Lognormal(µ,σ)FF -29.71207 5.114532 0.003523 <10−4

Zipf-cutoff(λ,α)RF 0.000020 -4394.015 0.122391 <10−4 Zipf-cutoff(λ,α)RF 0.000010 -9932.162 0.138310 <10−4

Zipf-cutoff(λ,α)FF 0.630114 0.994591 0.096630 <10−4 Zipf-cutoff(λ,α)FF 0.733076 0.997743 0.118005 <10−4

Stretched-exponential(λ,α)RF 0.003668 0.330296 0.008472 <10−4 Stretched-exponential(λ,α)RF 0.006048 0.268884 0.004963 <10−4

Stretched-exponential(λ,α)FF 18.60976 0.062591 0.015775 <10−4 Stretched-exponential(λ,α)FF 46.07984 0.024394 0.013773 <10−4

Rockyou

CDF-Zipf(C,s) 0.038208 0.185939 0.045357 <10−4

Wishbone

CDF-Zipf(C,s) 0.017144 0.230503 0.014775 <10−4

Exponential(λ)RF 5.63 × 10−7 — 0.288448 <10−4 Exponential(λ)RF 5.52 × 10−7 — 0.183852 <10−4

Exponential(λ)FF 0.159546 — 0.279785 <10−4 Exponential(λ)FF 0.175439 — 0.082278 <10−4

Lognormal(µ,σ)RF 13.44272 5.420420 0.006333 <10−4 Lognormal(µ,σ)RF 14.86753 5.343869 0.010363 <10−4

Lognormal(µ,σ)FF -20.92089 4.713954 0.015878 <10−4 Lognormal(µ,σ)FF -30.92769 5.413191 0.019383 <10−4

Zipf-cutoff(λ,α)RF 0.000078 -5106.710 0.303566 <10−4 Zipf-cutoff(λ,α)RF 0.000063 -5712.203 0.190858 <10−4

Zipf-cutoff(λ,α)FF 0.998474 0.070754 0.248137 <10−4 Zipf-cutoff(λ,α)FF 0.345017 0.995556 0.157640 <10−4

Stretched-exponential(λ,α)RF 0.022520 0.253404 0.024906 <10−4 Stretched-exponential(λ,α)RF 0.012051 0.277269 0.007151 <10−4

Stretched-exponential(λ,α)FF 19.06201 0.050322 0.029889 <10−4 Stretched-exponential(λ,α)FF 55.37731 0.019271 0.042505 <10−4

† The RF in subscript means the distribution model is original in the rank-frequency (RF) system, and the FF subscript means the distribution model is original in the frequency-
frequency (FF) system, but converted to the RF system. θ1 and θ2 denote the parameters characterizing each distribution, e.g., θ1 = C and θ2 = s for the CDF-Zipf distribution
model. The two exponential distribution models, exponentialRF and exponentialFF only have one parameter λ, and thus θ1 is needed.
‡ The smallest KS statistic DKS among CDF-Zipf and alternative models are colored, and the p-value denotes Monte Carlo approach (MCA) results of alternative models.

(a) CDFs of different distributions on Yahoo. (b) CDFs of different distributions on Dodonew. (c) CDFs of different distributions on Wishbone.

(d) CDF deviations of different distributions on Yahoo. (e) CDF deviations of different distributions on Dodonew. (f) CDF deviations of different distributions on Wishbone.
Fig. 4: CDFs and CDF deviations (whose maximum absolute value are the KS statistics) of alternative distributions. The RF in the subscript means the distribution model is original
in the rank-frequency (RF) system, and the FF means the distribution model is originally in the frequency-frequency (FF) system and converted to the RF system.

systems. Second, these distribution models are also meaning-
ful. For instance, the lognormal distribution often characterizes
the random multiplicative process [34] of variables. Another
example is the stretched-exponential, which is generated sim-
ilar to CDF-Zipf but with more stringent constraints [29].
Third, though there may be other distribution models for
passwords to follow, they are either less common, or similar
to our considered models (e.g., inverse gamma distribution).
Therefore, our consideration of alternative distribution models
is as comprehensive as possible.

We use Eq. 10 as the key to convert distributions in the FF
system to the RF system (see Appendix C for more details).
The converted PDFs and CDFs are shown in the last two
columns of Table VI. Justification of this conversion lies in
the fact the GSS fitting method in the RF system performs the
best for CDF-Zipf [54]: GSS not only leads to the smallest KS
statistic, but also can cover the entire dataset. Thus, GSS can
optimize other models in the RF system as well. As a result,
even if the converted PDFs and CDFs in the RF system are
complicated and are not commonly used, we still fit passwords
with them as their equivalences are common in the FF system.



TABLE VIII: p-values of password subsets and entire datasets of the stretched-exponential distribution model in RF system.†
Dataset Dataset size DKS D′

KS p-value ∆λ ∆α Dataset Dataset size DKS D′
KS p-value ∆λ ∆α

Yahoo
0.05M 0.004348 0.000420 ∼ 0.008380 0.058941 10−4 10−3

Tianya
0.05M 0.007597 0.000600 ∼ 0.011220 0.010989 10−4 10−4

0.1M 0.004147 0.000400 ∼ 0.006650 0.035964 10−5 10−4 0.1M 0.007633 0.000440 ∼ 0.009490 0.002997 10−4 10−4

0.25M 0.005693 0.000372 ∼ 0.004884 <10−4 10−5 10−4 0.25M 0.009860 0.000396 ∼ 0.004860 <10−4 10−5 10−5

0.5M 0.006759 0.000294 ∼ 0.002962 <10−4 10−5 10−4 0.5M 0.011142 0.000396 ∼ 0.003090 <10−4 10−5 10−5

Entire set 0.023873 0.000733 ∼ 0.000990 <10−4 10−6 10−4 Entire set 0.012353 0.000274 ∼ 0.001570 <10−4 10−4 10−4

Dodonew
0.05M 0.007377 0.000480 ∼ 0.009960 0.001000 10−5 10−4

Chegg
0.05M 0.005935 0.000200 ∼ 0.005820 <10−4 10−3 10−2

0.1M 0.006994 0.000320 ∼ 0.007350 0.001190 10−5 10−4 0.1M 0.006080 0.000150 ∼ 0.003950 <10−4 10−5 10−5

0.25M 0.005081 0.000272 ∼ 0.004516 <10−4 10−7 10−5 0.25M 0.005475 0.000248 ∼ 0.002492 <10−4 10−6 10−5

0.5M 0.004433 0.000192 ∼ 0.003234 <10−4 10−6 10−6 0.5M 0.004772 0.000174 ∼ 0.002098 <10−4 10−5 10−4

Entire set 0.013313 0.000133 ∼ 0.001081 <10−4 10−6 10−4 Entire set 0.012353 0.000365 ∼ 0.000816 <10−4 10−6 10−5

000webhost
0.05M 0.006582 0.000160 ∼ 0.006100 <10−4 10−5 10−3

Mathway
0.05M 0.005060 0.000200 ∼ 0.006440 0.007992 10−5 10−5

0.1M 0.006723 0.000180 ∼ 0.005120 <10−4 10−5 10−3 0.1M 0.004073 0.000210 ∼ 0.004590 0.001998 10−3 10−1

0.25M 0.006016 0.000332 ∼ 0.001988 <10−4 10−3 10−4 0.25M 0.003451 0.000252 ∼ 0.003304 <10−4 10−5 10−4

0.5M 0.004818 0.000234 ∼ 0.001858 <10−4 10−3 10−4 0.5M 0.002505 0.000244 ∼ 0.002192 <10−4 10−3 10−4

Entire set 0.008472 0.000429 ∼ 0.001195 <10−4 10−6 10−5 Entire set 0.004638 0.000212 ∼ 0.001349 <10−4 10−5 10−5

Rockyou
0.05M 0.006677 0.000560 ∼ 0.010600 0.018000 10−5 10−4

Wishbone
0.05M 0.005762 0.000440 ∼ 0.009520 0.016983 10−5 10−4

0.1M 0.008781 0.000490 ∼ 0.006980 <10−4 10−5 10−5 0.1M 0.004427 0.000340 ∼ 0.006200 0.010989 10−5 10−4

0.25M 0.011188 0.000456 ∼ 0.003676 <10−4 10−5 10−4 0.25M 0.004552 0.000364 ∼ 0.004608 0.019802 10−5 10−4

0.5M 0.013306 0.000416 ∼ 0.002798 <10−4 10−6 10−5 0.5M 0.005141 0.000242 ∼ 0.003024 <10−4 10−5 10−5

Entire set 0.024906 0.000653 ∼ 0.001072 <10−4 10−6 10−4 Entire set 0.007151 0.000346 ∼ 0.001634 <10−4 10−5 10−5

†∆λ = |λ− λ′| and ∆α = |α−α′| record differences between λ and λ′ as well as α and α′. The bold p-values are those >0.01. Both ∆λ and ∆α are very small, and only
when the size of a subset is no greater than 0.5M (1M = 106, i.e., one million) can the p-value be >0.01 to make MCA supports the model.

We name alternative distribution models based on their
origins: For the four models original in the RF system,
we name them exponentialRF, lognormalRF, Zipf-cutoffRF and
stretched-exponentialRF. Accordingly, we replace RF with FF
in the subscript for models that are original in the FF system
and then converted to the RF system. The fitted parameters
(denoted as θ1 and θ2) and KS statistics of these models with
eight large-scale datasets are shown in Table VII. We also
present the CDF and KS statistic plots of Yahoo, Dodonew,
and Wishbone datasets in Fig. 4 for an intuitive exhibition.

Table VII shows that there are three other distributions,
i.e., lognormalRF, lognormalFF and stretched-exponentialRF,
providing comparable accuracy to the CDF-Zipf distribution.
In particular, lognormalRF or lognormalFF is the most accurate
on three datasets (i.e., Yahoo, Rockyou, Chegg), and so is
stretched-exponentialRF (i.e., Tianya, Mathway, Wishbone).
Now, whether these comparably accurate models can pass the
MCA goodness-of-fit test is crucial: If there is one model that
can pass MCA, passwords are more likely to follow it than the
state-of-the-art CDF-Zipf distribution. Accordingly, we need to
conduct a goodness-of-fit test on alternative distributions.

C. Revisit MCA in alternative distributions
We do MCA with all eight alternative models on eight large-

scale datasets, and the results show that MCA rejects all of
them (see the p-value columns in Table VII). This brings out
the question of whether MCA is suitable for large datasets.

Without loss of generality, we use MCA results of the
stretched-exponential distribution in the RF system (i.e.,
stretched-exponentialRF) as an example, and the cases are
similar for the other seven models. The fitting results
(including the parameters λ and α, and the KS statistic DKS)
of subsets and the entire datasets are shown in Table VIII. It
shows that: (1) The differences ∆λ (between λ and λ′) and
∆α (between α and α′) are comparatively small (between
10−6∼10−3 with only one exception in Chegg), so there can
reach a similar conclusion to Theorem 1 (which holds under
CDF-Zipf) under the stretched-exponentialRF distribution; (2)
For subsets and entire datasets whose sizes are larger than
0.5M (i.e., 0.5 million), while some KS statistic DKS values
are smaller (e.g., on Yahoo, Rockyou and Chegg) than those
of CDF-Zipf, they are still constantly larger than the
corresponding type-1 deviations (i.e., statistical randomness)

D′
KS , so p-values are <10−4. It seems that, regardless of

distribution models, MCA will invariably reject as long as
the dataset size is large (e.g., ≥0.5M ).

After evaluating eight alternative models, three problems
can be identified within MCA. First, like that of CDF-Zipf in
Sec. III-B, for large datasets (e.g., ≥1M ), according to Eq.
3, type-1 statistical error of MCA (rejecting the hypothesized
X when passwords truly follow it) is theoretically to be as
low as 1.96% when the p-value is <10−4, but it is actually
large because MCA rejects all candidate models. One possible
reason is that the condition that P (H0)≈P (H1) of Eq. 3 for
MCA (see Sec. III-B) does not hold in practice. This is likely
when H1 is the negation of H0, so H1 can comprise multiple
distributions (e.g., lognormalRF and stretched-exponentialRF)
and P (H1)>P (H0). Second, MCA generates non-negligible
p-values (e.g.,>10−4) only when dataset sizes are small (e.g.,
≤0.25M ). That is, MCA will accept a distribution when the
dataset is small, but reject when the size is large, suggesting
this method is incomplete. Third, for small datasets, MCA ac-
cepts multiple distributions. For instance, when the Yahoo sub-
set is 0.05M , p-values are >0.01 for CDF-Zipf, lognormalRF,
lognormalFF, stretched-exponentialRF, that is, MCA will accept
all these three distributions. Because passwords are unlikely to
follow multiple distributions simultaneously, type-2 statistical
error (accepting a distribution when passwords do not truly
follow it) is non-negligible for a small dataset.

Accordingly, we can analyze deviation metrics of the al-
ternative distribution models, and obtain results similar to
Theorems 2 and 3 (which is for CDF-Zipf, see Sec. III-C).
Due to these defects, a new goodness-of-fit measure aimed to
evaluate these distribution models is necessary.

D. Log-likelihood ratio test
We introduce a new goodness-of-fit measure based on the

likelihood of distributions to replace the ineffective MCA.
In statistics, the log-likelihood ratio test (LRT) explores the
intuition that the event with the largest joint probability
(i.e., likelihood) is most likely with the empirically observed
data [17], [20], [40]. In practice, the log form of likelihood
(i.e., log-likelihood) is often used to facilitate computation.
Therefore, when both the distribution models X and Y can
characterize password distribution accurately, the model with
a larger log-likelihood is more likely to happen and thus be



TABLE IX: Log-likelihood ratios of alternative models against CDF-Zipf for small password subsets.†

Dataset Dataset size LognormalRF LognormalFF
Stretched

-exponentialRF
Dataset Dataset size LognormalRF LognormalFF

Stretched
-exponentialRF

Yahoo
0.05M -5.11×103 -2.31×103 4.85×105

Tianya
0.05M -2.33×103 -3.82×103 4.43×105

0.1M -1.00×104 -3.44×103 1.01×106 0.1M -8.28×103 -1.17×104 9.09×105

0.25M -3.98×104 -2.02×104 2.58×106 0.25M -3.28×104 -3.33×104 2.29×106

0.5M -1.21×105 -4.64×104 5.18×106 0.5M -9.33×104 -1.01×105 4.56×106

Entire set -8.06×107 -3.76×107 5.54×108 Entire set -3.56×107 -2.22×107 2.08×108

Dodonew
0.05M 8.62×102 -8.91×102 4.95×105

Chegg
0.05M -2.10×103 -1.30×103 5.24×105

0.1M -3.28×103 -2.74×103 1.04×106 0.1M 1.56×103 -1.14×103 1.11×106

0.25M 7.36×103 -1.48×104 2.71×106 0.25M -5.79×102 -1.27×104 2.94×106

0.5M -3.49×104 -4.79×104 5.54×106 0.5M -2.94×104 -1.93×105 6.09×106

Entire set -9.61×106 -4.19×106 1.67×108 Entire set -6.27×106 -4.17×106 5.01×108

000webhost
0.05M -8.53×102 -1.13×104 5.20×105

Mathway
0.05M -1.66×103 -2.54×103 5.14×105

0.1M -1.18×103 -3.02×103 1.09×106 0.1M -1.09×104 -3.17×103 1.08×106

0.25M 1.17×103 -9.46×104 2.90×106 0.25M -1.26×104 -1.49×104 2.83×106

0.5M -1.85×104 -2.55×104 5.99×106 0.5M -3.41×104 -3.13×104 5.80×106

Entire set -5.90×106 -4.22×106 1.73×108 Entire set -1.10×107 -1.71×107 1.82×108

Rockyou
0.05M -9.05×103 -2.42×103 4.63×105

Wishbone
0.05M -3.18×103 -9.50×102 4.94×105

0.1M -2.48×104 -1.09×104 9.35×105 0.1M -4.69×103 -3.10×103 4.93×105

0.25M -6.80×104 -3.45×104 2.35×106 0.25M -2.64×104 -3.75×104 2.63×106

0.5M -1.14×105 -7.71×104 4.66×106 0.5M -7.71×104 -1.06×105 5.33×106

Entire set -2.97×107 -2.07×107 2.19×108 Entire set -3.88×106 -4.63×106 8.90×107

† All p-values=0, and are calculated by treating LRi = ln(pH1i
) − ln(pH0i

) as a random variable. Details can be seen in Clauset et al.’s work [20].

observed. This method is not only widely used in various
fields (e.g., physics and biology [4], [20], [41]), but also
recommended by the NIST standard of statistical methods [1].

Typically, LRT deals with the same distribution model
with different parameters. For instance, in CDF-Zipf, the null
hypothesis H0 is: C = C0 and s = s0, and the alternative
hypothesis H1 is: C = C1 and s = s1 (or C ̸= C0 and
s ̸= s0). Thus, the log-likelihood ratio is

LR =

N∑
i=1

(ln(pH1i
)− ln(pH0i

)), (11)

where N is the number of unique passwords, and pH0i
and

pH1i
are the probability density functions (PDFs) of models

supposed by H0 and H1 hypothesises. If LR > 0, H1 is more
likely than H0, and vice versa.

Inspired by this idea, we set H0 as passwords following
CDF-Zipf, and H1 as passwords following X (one alternative
distribution model). Since all models are characterized by the
parameters resulting from the GSS fitting method, we can
figure out which best-fitted model is most likely. It should
be noted that LRT is only needed when a model is accurate
(e.g., DKS<0.1), because inaccurate models (e.g., two Zipf-
cutoff models, see Table VII) will be ruled out in the first
place. Thus, we focus on the lognormalRF, lognormalFF, and
stretched-exponentialRF models.

LRT results of the subsets and entire datasets of alternative
models against CDF-Zipf (using CDF-Zipf as H0) are shown
in Table IX. The results of entire datasets demonstrate that:
(1) Only stretched-exponentialRF can constantly and signifi-
cantly outperform CDF-Zipf in log-likelihood; Although the
other two lognormal distribution models are promising, they
have significantly lower log-likelihoods than CDF-Zipf, let
alone stretched-exponentialRF, so they are less likely; (2)
The KS statistic of stretched-exponentialRF is as small as
0.004638∼0.024906 (avg. 0.012459), while that of CDF-Zipf
is larger and is 0.004979∼0.045357 (avg. 0.019142); (3)
On six out of eight datasets, stretched-exponentialRF is more
accurate than CDF-Zipf. In all, passwords are more likely to
follow the stretched-exponentialRF distribution.
Comparison between LRT and MCA. We compare LRT
with MCA, and reveal how LRT addresses the three problems
identified within MCA (see Sec. IV-C). First, for Problem-1,
in LRT, for each alternative model, H1 is comprised of one
specific distribution model rather than the negation of H0,

so the condition P (H0)≈P (H1) in [9] is likely to hold and
Eq. 3 is applicable. Furthermore, since all calculated p-values
are close to 0 regardless of dataset sizes, type-1 statistical
error is also constantly close to 0. Second, for Problem-2, LRT
results reveal that stretched-exponentialRF outperforms others
regardless of dataset sizes. This addresses the incompleteness
problem that a distribution model will be accepted for small
datasets but rejected for large ones. Third, for Problem-3, even
if the dataset size is as small as 0.05M∼0.5M , stretched-
exponentialRF has the largest log-likelihood across datasets.
This means that LRT will not accept multiple distributions for
small datasets, and type-2 statistical error is relatively low.
Discussion. We discuss CDF-Zipf, Zipf-cutoff, and stretched-
exponential models. As shown in Table VI, in each system,
the PDF kernels of these distributions are similar. We use
stretched-exponential (denoted the variable as x) as an ex-
ample, and expand the Taylor series of the exponential term
exp(−λxα) in the PDF kernel as follows

exp(−λxα) = 1− λxα +
λ2

2
x2α +O(x3). (12)

If we only take the constant term 1 in the expansion, stretched-
exponential is reduced to CDF-Zipf. If we take α = 1, the
exponent exp(−λx) of stretched-exponential is equal to that
of Zipf-cutoff, so CDF-Zipf and Zipf-cutoff can be seen as
variants of stretched-exponential.

This also partially explains why stretched-exponential is
considerably more accurate than Zipf-cutoff in both coordinate
systems. With an extra α, exp(−λxα) (resp. exp(−λrα)) will
not be too small when x (resp. r) is large, so it can adjust the
Zipf term x−α (resp. rs−1) more flexibly. Numerical evidence
also confirms this point: (1) For Zipf-cutoffFF, there is α ≈ 1,
which is a direct result of the very small exp (−λx); (2) The
Zipf-cutoffRF performs even worse with α ≪ 0. Thus, Zipf-
cutoff models in both systems are not accurate.

Besides, the stretched-exponentialRF model is also efficient
as it only takes about 25% more time than CDF-Zipf. For
instance, when fitting the 32 million Rockyou passwords on an
Intel E5-2680 v4 2.4GHz CPU, the running time is 2.33 hours
for stretched-exponentialRF and 1.86 hours for CDF-Zipf.

We finally discuss the LRT method. Though it can ef-
fectively distinguish distributions, there is always potential
room for improvements. On the one hand, other methods
like Mann–Whitney U test may also be effective, but they



are often complicated and computationally costly, so they are
less widely used in practice. On the other hand, as innovative
statistical tests (e.g., [7], [8], [28], [36]) are developed, more
suitable methods may emerge to address the goodness-of-fit
issue on large-scale password datasets in the future.
Summary. We first investigate eight alternative distribution
models in two coordinate systems, and find that three models
are comparable to the state-of-the-art CDF-Zipf [54]. Second,
we revisit MCA on alternative models, and find that MCA
rejects all of them. Third, we introduce a new goodness-of-fit
measure based on the log-likelihoods, and find that stretched-
exponential in the rank-frequency coordinate system always
has the largest log-likelihood. We also consider the fitting
efficiency of the above stretched-exponential, and find it only
costs about 25% (e.g., half an hour for a 30 million sized
dataset) more time than CDF-Zipf, which is acceptable in
practice. Forth, we reveal that LRT outperforms MCA in terms
of minimizing statistical errors, so it is more suitable for
goodness-of-fit usage on password distribution.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have studied the goodness-of-fit issue of
password distribution in a principled approach. Particularly, we
used both theories and experiments to validate the folklore of
the effect of sample size, and quantitatively revealed that the
Monte Carlo approach (MCA) is undesirable when the real-
world password dataset is large (e.g., ≥0.25 million). We also
studied the real-world password deviation, and used simulation
to find the threshold for MCA to reject CDF-Zipf. We found a
1% random deviation is enough to reach a reject, revealing that
MCA is ineffective for testing whether large-scale password
datasets follow the CDF-Zipf distribution.

We further investigated eight alternative distribution mod-
els that passwords may follow. We explored these models
in two different coordinate systems, and found that three
models are comparably accurate. In particular, the maxi-
mum CDF deviation of the stretched-exponential model is
0.004638∼0.024906 (avg. 0.012459), while that of CDF-
Zipf is 0.004979∼0.045357 (avg. 0.019142). Besides, on six
out of eight datasets, stretched-exponential is more accurate
than CDF-Zipf. We also revisited the MCA on all alternative
distribution models, and further demonstrated its ineffective-
ness. As a replacement, we introduced a better goodness-of-fit
measure named likelihood ratio test (LRT), which supports that
passwords are more likely to follow stretched-exponential. We
believe this work provides a better understanding of password
distribution, and facilitates the evaluation of password-related
applications that involve password distribution.
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APPENDIX

A. Random numbers and golden-section-search fitting method

We introduce the conversion method [20], [40] used to
generate random numbers following a given distribution. Sup-
pose pr is the probability density function (PDF) of the given
distribution, and u ∈ (0, 1] is a uniformly distributed random
number (e.g., a standard pseudo-random number [6]).

pr = p(u)
du

dr
=

du

dr
, (13)

Integrating both sides with respect to r, we have

Pr =

∫ ∞

r

prdr =

∫ 1

u

du = 1− u, (14)

Algorithm 3: Generating random data following
given distribution (THEOGEN).

Input : Parameters θ1 and θ2 of the given distribution X , the
dataset size |DS|.

Output: The theoretical dataset TheoSet.
1 begin
2 for i = 1 to |DS| do
3 u = U(0, 1]; /* U(0, 1] denotes uniformly distributed

random numbers u ∈ (0, 1]. */
4 r = ⌊P−1(u)⌋; /* P−1(u) is the inverse function of Pr

of the distribution X . */
5 Temp[r] = Temp[r] + 1;
6 Count frequency of r as fr ;

7 for ⟨r, f⟩ ∈ Temp do
8 TheoSet.append(f);
9 Rank TheoSet in descending order;

10 Output: TheoSet.

Algorithm 4: Golden-section-search fitting (GSS).
Input : The real-world dataset RealSet, the dataset size |DS|,

and the distribution X .
Output: KS statistic DKS , the corresponding parameters θ1, θ2

under the given distribution X .
1 begin
2 N is the number of unique passwords;
3 for i = 1 to MaxIteration do
4 for j = 1 to MaxIteration do
5 TheoSet = THEOGENX (θ1, θ2, |DS|); /*

Generate a dataset with |DS| passwords following X
(characterized by θ1, θ2). */

6 DKS = max
1≤r≤N

|CDF(TheoSet)− CDF(RealSet)|;
/* CDF is the cumulative distribution of a dataset. */

7 (θ1, θ2) = (GSS1d(θ1), GSS1d(θ2));/* The GSS1d
is the ordinary one-dimensional
golden-section-search. */

8 Output: (θ1, θ2, DKS );

so r = ⌊P−1(1−u)⌋, where P−1 is the inverse function of the
cumulative distribution function (CDF). The process is shown
in Alg. 3. Hence, we can generate random numbers following
each distribution based on the CDF expressions in Table VI.
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What’s more, this algorithm also enables us to do the golden-
section-search (GSS) fitting method used by Wang et al. [54],
and the process is shown in Alg. 4.

B. Proof of Theorems 1, 2 and 3

Before entering Theorem 1, we first state the concepts of
uniform convergence (i.e., converge uniformly) and Dirichlet’s
test used in examining whether a sequence of functions
converges uniformly in mathematical analysis.

Definition 3: A sequence of functions gi(x) (i ∈ N)
converges uniformly on domain D, if for every ϵ > 0 there is
an N(ϵ) ∈ N, such that for all i ≥ N(ϵ) and all x ∈ D, one
has |gi(x)− g(x)| < ϵ, and is denoted as gi(x) ⇒ g(x).

Lemma 1: (Dirichlet’s test [44]). For the function sequences∑∞
i=0 ai(x)bi(x) where x ∈ D, if the following two conditions

are satisfied, then
∑∞

i=0 ai(x)bi(x) converges uniformly on D.
1) For each given x ∈ D, {ai(x)}∞i=0 is monotonic in

respect to i, and ai(x) ⇒ 0.
2) The partial sum |

∑n
i=0 bi(x)| ≤ M for some M for any

x ∈ D and n ∈ N.

Lemma 2: The error function erf(y) = 2π−1/2
∫ y

0
e−t2dt

has erf(x) = 2Φ(
√
2x)− 1, and its inverse erf−1(x) function

that can be expanded as follows when x → 1

erf−2(x) ∼
∞∑
i=0

η−iQi(ln η)

= η −
1

2
ln η + η−1(

1

4
ln η −

1

2
)

+ η−2(
1

16
ln2 η −

3

8
ln η +

7

8
)

+ η−3(
1

48
ln3 η −

7

32
ln2 η +

17

16
ln η −

107

48
) + ...,

(15)

where η = − ln(π1/2(1 − x)), Qi(ln η) is a polynomial of
degree i with ln(η) as the variable, and erf−2(x) is the square
of erf−1(x). The detail can be seen in [10].

Now, we prove Theorems 1, 2 and 3.

Theorem 1: Suppose C and s of RealSet and C ′ and s′ of
TheoSet satisfy C ≈ C ′ and s′ ≈ s; For each password of
fi ≥ fb, the estimation error ϵi = fi − µi follows the normal
distribution N(0, σ2

i ), and for passwords of fi < fb, σi = 0.
In this case, the maximum of type-1 deviation (i.e., statistical
randomness) maxD′

KS decreases as |DS| increases, and there
is lim|DS|→∞ D′

KS = 0. As a consequence, p-value decreases
as |DS| increases, and there is limJ0→∞ p-value = 0.

Proof 1: First, we determine the number of unique pass-
words Nb whose fi ≥ fb. Since fb is the boundary, we have
|DS|pNb

= fb with pNb
= C · s ·Nb

s−1, so

Nb = (
fb

|DS|C · s
)
− 1

1−s (16)

Second, because ϵi∼N(0, σ2
i ), there is ξr = Pr − Pm

r =∑r
i=1 ϵi/|DS| follows N(0,

∑r
i=1 σ2

i

|DS|2 ) based on the property
of the normal distribution. Moreover, considering the fact that
σi<

√
µi when fi ≥ fb and σi = 0 when fi < fb, we have√∑r
i=1 σ

2
i

|DS|2
<

√∑r
i=1 µi

|DS|2
=

√∑r
i=1 µi

|DS|
·

1

|DS|
=

√
Pm

r

|DS|
, (17)

where Pm
r is the true CDF up to rank r. Therefore the

corresponding probability is,

P
(
D′

KS ≤ 2a0

√
Pm
Nb

/|DS|
)
> 2(1− Φ(a0)) (18)

holds. Thus, for the largest order statistic max
r

|ξr|, we have
P
(
max

r
|ξr| ≤ a0

√
Pm
r /|DS|

)
= 1− P (∃r : |ξr| > a0

√
Pm
r /|DS|)

≥ 1−
Nb∑
r=1

(
1− P (|ξr| ≤ a0

√
Pm
r /|DS|)

)
≥ 2Nb(Φ(a0)− 1) + 1.

(19)

Based on this result, we study type-1 deviation D′
KS (i.e.,

statistical randomness) resulting from fitting TheoSet. As C ′

≈ C, s′ ≈ s, D′
KS is the maximum CDF deviation between

two randomly generated TheoSets with CDFs P
(1)
r and P

(2)
r .

Thus, D′
KS = max

r
|P (1)

r − P
(2)
r | ≤ 2max

r
|ξr| and there is

P
(
D′

KS ≤ 2a0
√

Pm
r /|DS|

)
> P

(
max

r
|ξr| ≤ a0

√
Pm
r /|DS|

)
> 2Nb(Φ(a0)− 1) + 1.

(20)

Set α = 2Nb(Φ(a0)− 1) + 1, maxD′
KS has

maxD′
KS = 2

√
Pm
Nb

/|DS| · Φ−1(1−
1− α

2Nb
)

= 2
√

2Pm
Nb

/|DS| · erf−1

(
1− (1− α)(

fb

|DS|Cs
)

1
1−s

)
,

(21)
where Φ−1(x) = erf−1(2x − 1) based on their definitions.
With this, we will prove that lim|DS|→∞ maxD′

KS = 0.
First, as given in Lemma 2, we take x = (1 − (1 −

α)( fb
|DS|Cs )

1
1−s ) and η = − ln(π1/2(1−x)), so when |DS| →

∞, there have x → 1 and η → ∞. Second, we let ai(η) =
η−(i−1) and bi(η) = η−1Qi(ln η) for i ≥ 1. We now prove
that limη→∞

lni η
η = 0 to show that limη→∞ bi(η) = 0 for

any i ≥ 1. First, when k = 1, limη→∞
ln η
η = limη→∞

1
η = 0

(L’Hôpital’s rule). By the mathematical induction, we suppose
limη→∞

lni η
η = 0, and when k = i+ 1 there is

lim
η→∞

lnk+1 η

η
= lim

η→∞

(lni+1 η)′

η′
= (i+ 1) lim

η→∞

lni η

η
= 0. (22)

Hence, limη→∞
lni η
η = 0 for any i ≥ 1. Since bi(η) =∑i

k=0 ck
lnk(η)

η (c0, c1, ...ci are coefficients), limη→∞ bi(η) =

0 and limη→∞ |
∑n

i=0 bi(η)| = 0 for any given n ≥ 1. This
means there exists η0 and M , for any η > η0 and n ≥ 1,
|
∑n

i=0 bi(η)| < M . Besides, since ai(η) = η−(i−1) ⇒ 0
when η → ∞ and {ai(η)}∞ı=0 decreases monotonically,∑∞

i=1 η
−iQi(ln η) =

∑∞
i=1 ai(η)bi(η) converges uniformly

(see Lemma 1). Therefore, the limit operation and the infinite
summation operation are commutative, i.e.,

lim
η→∞

∞∑
i=1

η−iQi(ln η) =

∞∑
i=1

lim
η→∞

η−iQi(ln η) =

∞∑
i=1

0 = 0, (23)

so maxD′
KS depends on the first two terms of Eq. 15 i.e.,

lim
|DS|→∞

√
(η −

1

2
ln η)/|DS|. (24)

Since η = − ln(π1/2((1−α))( fb
Cs|DS| )

1
1−s ), Eq. 24 is proved

to converges to 0 according to L’Hôpital’s rule. As a re-
sult, there is lim|DS|→∞ maxD′

KS = 0 and consequently



lim|DS|→∞ D′
KS = 0 based on the squeeze theorem. As a

consequence, p-value= (#{D′
KS j |D

′
KS j > DKS , 1 ≤ j ≤

J0} + 1)/(J0 + 1) (see Line 6 in Alg. 1) decreases as |DS|
increases, and becomes 1/(J0 + 1) when J0 → ∞.

Theorem 2: In the absolute deviation metric, if passwords
in SmuSet are deviated as pdvsi = δ̂[i1,i2] · kA for i ∈ [i1, i2],
and the deviation degree kA satisfies 0 ≤ kA ≤ | ˆpdv[i1,i2]|,
then the maximum maxDs

KS increases as kA increases.

Proof 2: As noted in Sec. III-C, the supereum of D′
KS has

maxDs
KS = |CDF(SmuSet)− CDF(TheoSet)|, that is,

maxDs
KS =


max

1≤r<r1

kAPrP[i1,i2]

1+δ̂·kAP[i1,i2]
1 ≤ r < r1

max
r1≤r<r2

kAPr(1−P[i1,i2])

1+δ̂·kAP[i1,i2]
r1 ≤ r < r2

max
r2≤r≤N

kAP[i1,i2](1−Pr)

1+δ̂·kAP[i1,i2]
r2 ≤ r ≤ N.

(25)

where Pr =
∑r

i=1 fi, P[i1,i2] =
∑i2

i1
pi and δ̂ = δ̂[i1,i2]. We

can see that: (1) Ds
KS increases as r increases when 1 ≤ r <

r2, (2) and decreases as r increases when r2 ≤ r ≤ N , so
Ds

KS gets its maximum at r = r2 and has

maxDs
KS =

kAP[i1,i2](1− P[i1,i2])

1 + δ̂kAP[i1,i2]

. (26)

Suppose i1 is fixed, we study the monotonicity of maxDs
KS

against i2 and kA, we have the partial derivatives as follows.
∂ maxDs

KS
∂i2

=
kA(−δ̂kA·P2

[i1,i2]−2kA·P[i1,i2]+1)

(1+δ̂kAP[i1,i2])
2

∂ maxDs
KS

∂kA
=

P[i1,i2](1−P[i1,i2])

(1+δ̂kAP[i1,i2])
2

.
(27)

On the one hand, ∂ maxDs
KS

∂kA
> 0 always holds. On the other

hand, to make ∂ maxDs
KS

∂i2
> 0, i.e., there needs

− δ̂kA · P 2
[i1,i2]

− 2P[i1,i2] + 1 > 0. (28)

If δ̂ = 1, for any kA there is
−1−

√
1 + kA

kA
< P[i1,i2] <

−1 +
√
1 + kA

kA
. (29)

To make Eq. 28 hold, P[i1,i2]< inf −1+
√
1+kA

kA
≈ 0.41, which

is satisfied for our considered passwords (e.g., the top 100
unique passwords). In this case, maxDKS increases with i2
increases. Otherwise, if the sign is negative, i.e., δ̂ = −1, there
needs P[i1,i2]< inf 1−

√
1−kA

kA
< 1

2 or P[i1,i2]> sup 1+
√
1−kA

kA
→

∞ to make Eq. 28 hold, which is also satisfied. In summary,
maxDs

KS increases as i2 increases whenever δ̂ = 1 or −1.

Theorem 3: In the relative deviation metric, if passwords are
deviated as pdvsi = δ̂i · | ˆpdvi|kR for i ∈ [1, N0] and 0 < kR ≤
1, then the maximum maxDs

KS increases as kR increases.

Proof 3: Similar to the proof of the absolute point-wise
deviation, the maximum maxDs

KS can be expressed as,

maxDs
KS =


max

1≤r<N0

|
(1−Pr)Wr+PrW[r+1,N0]

1+WN0
|kR 1 ≤ r < N0

max
N0≤r≤N

|Wr|(1−Pr)
1+WN0

kR N0 ≤ r ≤ N,

(30)

where Pr =
∑r

i=1 pi is the CDF in TheoSet, Wr =
∑r

i=1 pi ·
pdvi and W[r+1,N0] =

∑N0

i=r+1 pi ·pdvi. Thus, Ds
KS increases

as kR increases. However, since the sign of ˆpdvi is not fixed,
we cannot know where maxDs

KS gets its maximum.

C. Conversion of distributions

In this section, we use the conversion of power-law (i.e.,
Zipf) in Adamic’s work [3] to show how to convert distribution
models from the frequency-frequency (denoted as FF) to rank-
frequency (denoted as RF) coordinate systems.

Proposition 1: The power-law distribution with PDF p(x) =
(α−1)x−α in the FF system can be converted to the RF system
with PDF pr ∝ rs−1, where s = 2−α

1−α .

Proof 4: On the one hand, in the FF system, the comple-
mentary CDF records the probability that a random variable
X is larger than a given number x can be expressed as,

P (X ≥ x) =

∫ ∞

x

p(x)dx = x−α+1. (31)

On the other hand, in the RF system, if the password PW
occurring x times is with the rank r, the event X ≥ x can
be interpreted as the proportion of unique passwords whose
ranks are no more than the rank r. Hence, there is P (X ≥
x) = r/N (N is the number of unique passwords). Since
x = |DS|pr, (|DS| is the dataset size and pr is the PDF of
the r-th password), we have

P (X ≥ |DS|pr) = x−α+1 = r/N. (32)

In this way, pr ∝ r
1

1−α , and the CDF Pr ∝ r
2−α
1−α . Therefore,

power-law in the FF system can be converted into CDF-Zipf
in the RF system, and they are equivalent.
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